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close officially the fact that the British government gave officers in Ireland a written guarantee that they
wotuld not use the army; to crush
UHsterisi political opposition to the
home rule bill.
The correspondence, however, points
out that the government retains its
right to use tho army to maintain
law. and border. It also omits the
verbal 'communication made by Gento the officers
QUITS eral Sir Arthur Paget
COLONEL JOHN SEELEY
at the Curraugh camp, wnich led to
ON ACCOUNT OF IRISH HOME
their resignations and which, the govRULE ROW
ernment argues, was the result of a
"misunderstanding." The correspondence between the war office and the
ALLOWED TO LEAVE army officers in Ireland was made
IS
public in the shape cf an official communication to the houses of parliaTO
REFUSES
PREMIER ASQUITH
ment.
OFFICIAL
SACRIFICE THE
The war office was informed early
TO ULSTER
in December of the tossjn;lity of resignations of officers in case the Ulster
situation came to a crisis. In conseCCEESFCSETO v.POCEP quence of this ' information .Colonel
John . Seeley, secretary of state for
PAGET war, interviewed the general officers
TO GENERAL
ORDERS
in command and explained to them
WERE THAT TROOPS WERE
TO KEEP ORDER
(Continue I on Page Four)

VAR SECRETARY'S

IN ATTACKOi

RECEIVED

TOIEi

March 25 Colonel John
as
Seeley today resigned his portfolio
Britthe
in
war
state
for
of
secretary
ish cabinet
The house of commons buzzed with
excitement and was crowded to its
utmost capacity when Lord, Charles
Beresford opened the attack on the
government by demanding information
as to the naval movement in connection with the situation in, Ulster.
"Was the battle squadron ordered to
steam at full speed from Spanish waters to the Irish coast and ordered to
embark field guns?" he asked amid
ministerial cheers and derisive laughter from the unionists.
Winston Spencer Churchill, ' lirst
lord of the admiralty,- admitted that
the battle squadron had been ordered
to Camlash, "so as to be in proximity
seto the coast of Ireland in case of
When
rious disturbances arising.
It was seen later that the military
been
precautionary movements had
carried out without opposition it was
decided that this movement of the
Easfleet could be delayed until the
was
crews
ier leave period of the
over."
The statement of the first lord was
of
Immediately followed by a cyclone
asked
member
unionist
A
questions.
if Mr. Churchill expected that "this
precautionary movement of the troops
would lead to fighting."
In a moment the first lord flared
London,

up.

'
"I repudiate the hellish suggestion,
shouted.
he
When the consequent- uproar had
subsided, the speaker'' reprimanded
exMr. Churchill saying"1hat such an
'been used.
have
not
should
pression
The first lord regretfully withdrew it
and the storm passed over as quickly
as not had arisen.
The resignation of Colonel Seeley
followed quickly after the publication
detoday of the white paper giving
army,
British
in
the
tails of the crisis
whose officers refused to participate
inhab-ant- s
in active operations again the
of Ulster, who had prepared to
offer armed resistance to the introduction of homevrule.
Colonel Seeley in his valedictory
address to the house of commons denied that King George had taken- 4uy
army-oris-intiative of any kind in the
is. He said:
"The suggestion is absolutely without foundation In trie Dr.oadest sense.
His majesty took no initiative of any
kind."
,
The correspondence between Colon-- '
el Reoiey and the officers in ' Ireland
had astounded the country and in
the opinion of seasoned politicians
demanded one of two courses the
cashiering of the secretary for war,
or the resignation of the entire cabinet. The first course was decided on
at a protracted cabinet council early
this morning, '.later in the day in
the house of commons Premier
in reply to a question, made It
clear that the instructions given to
General Sir Arthur Paget before his
interview with the officers under him
bad emanated directly from the war
office and were not submitted to the
prime minister by the secretary for
war.
Premier Asquilh refused to accept
After
Colonel Seeley's resignation.
the sympathetic reception by tho
house of commons of the secretary of
war's explanation of hi3 action
the army officers in Ireland
the premier decided that lie would
not sacrifice hia lieutenant.
Documents, nwds public today dis
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CUTS DOWN DIVIDEND
EXPENSES INCURRED AS RESULT
OF FLOODS LAST YEAR ARE
THE CAUSE

Philadelphia. March 2o. The direc
tors of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chi
cago & est. Louis Hallway company,
the southwestern system of the Penn
sylvania lines west of Pittsburgh, to
day reduced the dividend on the common stock from 5 per cent ayear to
a per cent, and on the preierred stock
from 5 per cent to 4.
In connection wjOi the announcement, president Rea of tne Pennsylvania railroad, mauV the following
statement:,
"Directors of Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
Chicago & St Louis Railway com
pany at their meeting today, consid
ered and approved the annual report
for 1913, the results of which have
already appeared in the annual report
of the Pennsylvania company. This
report showed an increase of J4.G00,- 000 in operating and maintenance ex
pense, which includes tne extraordinary outlays for replacements and re
pairs of tracks, bridges ana other fa
cilities destroyed or damaged by the
floods of March, 1913, so that, after
paying its fixed charges and approreother
and
to
sinking
propriations
serve funds, there remained only $6,- 300,064 applicable for dividends. The
company, however, paid its regular 5
per cent dividends on the preferred
and common stock, aggregating 3,- 233,543, but in order to meet the same
had to utilize in large measure its
surplus income from previous years.
"In view of the decline in the gross
and net revenues or the company in
the latter part of 1913,'a.nd so tar
in the present year, and as there are
still large expenditures "t'd 'be made
in the current year for the flood damage of 1913, the directors deemed it
prudent to reduce tne dividend and
therefore declared 1 per cent on the
of 1 per cent on the
preferred and
common Btock for this quarter of the
fiscal year at the rale of 5 per cent
3
per annum for the, preferred and
per cent for the common as against 5
of
per cent declared on eacli class
stock in recent i years."
4

Break on Stook Market
New York, March 25. Tb reduction
of dividends on the common and preferred stock of Pittsburgh,. Cincinnati,
Chicago and St. Loujs was not expected in Wall street and the common
It opened
stock slumped violently.
today at 83, and one the news of the
dividend cut dropped several points,
at a time to 70. The preferred stock,
which is very inactive, was not dis"
turbed.
The bulk of the loss in dividends
falls on the Pennsylvania railroad,
which owns $23,390,000 of the 115,000,-00common stock and $25,402,000 "of
the $30,000,000 preferred. Although no
change in the dividends rate was looked for, it was generally known that
the earnings of Pennsylvania's western lines had fallen off severely during the last year, This was responsible for a recent decline In the common stock of Pittsburgh,' Cincinnati,
last
Chicago an F. Louis, . which
month Bold 11 points above tho low
mark reached today. The stock of
Hie Pennsylvania railroad broke near0

ly two points.
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RESENTED TO

torture to force him to reveal the
hiding place of a small amount of goH
coin which the Terrazas family had
hidden as a precaution against need."
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Father Is not Worried
El Paso, Tex., March 25. General
Terrazas, when gven the substance of
the letter, said that it was the first
he had heard of the new peril to his

VILL

CHAMBERLAIN
HIS
HAS
MEXICAN EMBASSY HEARS THAT MR.
CAN
AND
WISH
PERUSE
VILLA'S ARMY IS TURNED
LONDON REMARKS'
BACK

UI

L.iLU

son.
"I must retain some

ON EKIDGC
hope for his A CONFLAGRATION
life because Villa knows that my son
STREET IS CONTROLLED
has no money and that what little is
BY FIREMEN
TODAY
left Is nearly all In my possession,"
said the general.
"The rebels also promised Washing- OEKEIAaSJiS SUSPECTED
LIEESTY
IS NOT ASSIH0
ton that Luis would not be murdered.
They made It condition thai I should
BLAZE IN REAR OF ER1CGE EA!;'
EVEN IF HE PRODUCES RANSOM refrain from
political activity, and
LIKELY WAS STARTED
MONEY HE MAY BE SHOT
this I have scrupulously done."
BYFIREBUG
BY REBELS
v
HE MUST PAY OVER 500,000 PESOS
OR BE EXECUTED SOME TIME

'

IS--

'

'STRONGLY

FOTIHED

CUT

BY

AMBASSADOR TOLD ENGLISHMEN
IT WAS CONSTRUCTED
7
FOR AMERICANS

CANAL

SELFISHLY

a--,

THE CITY, COVETED

PROVES
HARD TO TAKE

AN

01SAPPEAES GLAD IT

AMERICAN

EELP TKEEI

VALLS IS BELIEVED TO "BUT," HE CONTINUED, "WE ARE
GLAD IT WILL BE OF
HAVE SEEN KILLED BY IN- TO YOU"
SURRECTOS

ARTURO

BEN-EFI-

Washington, March 25. The Mexican embassy has received the following cablegram from the City of Mexico dated last night:
"The rebels were repulsed today in
an. attempt to reach Torreon. General Velasco was well prepared for
.:
.r ..
the attack." ".
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"Nothing Important" Huerta
Mexico City, March 25. The new
financial project adopted by the government yesterday with the oDject
of bringing into the treasury 100 million pesos, approximately $33,000,000
in gold, had little errect today on the
rate of exchange. The rate was somewhat firmer than that of yesterday,
but this was said to be due more to
uncertainty over the events taking
place at Torreon than otherwise.
New York exchange banks are askMexican and are paying
ing $3.33
$3.15 Mexican for $1 gold.
The federal capital today was ignorant of the passing of affairs in northern Mexico, owing to the lack of communication. Government assurances
that nothing of importance was hap
pening at Torreon were received with
skepticism by the people.

T

Washington, March. 25. The celebrated London speech of Ambassador
Walter H. Page, in which he was accredited with having interpreted the
Monroe doctrine as meaning the Unit
ed States preferred ,uat no European
government should gain more land In
the new world, and as having made
certain reference to the repeal of the
Panama tolls exemption, was forwarded to the senate today by Secretary
Bryan in response to Senator Chamberlain's resolution calling for aa explanation. The speech, some 2,500
word3 in length, was furnished to the
senate in full. The portion relating
to the Panama canal was in part as

OF

FAITH Adalbert, third son of Emperor William, was stz'ieken
today with an
acute attack of stomach and intesMAN WAS GIVEN UP BY .ENGLAND
tinal catarrh. The prince w&s rushed
ON PROMI3E HE WOULD NOT
from the German cruiser Cologne to
BE HARMED
his villa here.

El Paso, Tex., March 25. An authoritative private letter dated Chihuahua, March 23, received here today,
states that Luis Terr'azas, Jr., is to
be executed today unless he delivers
the equivalent of $250,000 in gold to
General Villa. The letter follows:
"Chihuahua, March 23.
"Luis Terrazas, Jr., held for ransom
by the rebels ever since General Villa
occupied Chihuahua five months ago,
will be executed in Chihuahua, on
Wednesday, March 25, unless 500,000
pesos, Mexican, are paid before that
time. No assurances have been given
that he will be released even if the
money is paid, and friends of the
prisoner say he caunot raise it In

follows:
"I will not say that we constructed time.
the Panama canal even for you. For
"Terrazas is the son of the
I am speaking with great frankness rich Mexican land owner, who until
and not with diplomatic indirection. his lands were confiscated by the rebWe built for reasons of our own. But els and he had been forced to seek
I will say that, it adds to the pleasure
safety in the UMted States, was acof building thaU great work that you counted
among the most powerful men
will profit by it. You will
profit under the Diaz regime. Up to the
most by it, for.,ii.brve H,b.e greatest
fesexit "the prisoner's faiyfly believed
carrying trade,- I can say a similar he was more valuable to the rebels
one-tim- e

thing about the recent lowering of
our tariff. We did not lower it in
order to please you. : It was for pur
poses that we considered economic
ally sound ourselves.
Many Rebels Injured
23.
March
"Nevertheless, It added to the pleas(by
Mex.,
Bermejillo,
courier to El Paso, March 25.) (Rebel ure of doing that to reflect that therewounded from Gomez Palaelo and the by we should have more trade with
lesser recent fightings in the vicinity ydu."
The portion referring to the Monare being brought north in large num
bers and it is officially admitted that roe doctrine follows In part:
"May I put in another parenthesis,
the federals put up an unexpectedly
on my own account, and correct
also
Palacio.
Gomez
at
resistance
strong
an
A trainload of injured soldiers start
impression that a part of your
ed north from Brittlngham Junction press seems to have about the atti
today it is reported. They will be tude of the United States government
investment of,, your
deposited at all water tank stations concerning the
in states of Central
earnings
colossal
of
where
road
there
the
north
along
'
volcanic tenden
have
that
America
hospitals have been established.
General Villa has the largest medical cies? I sometimes- read that the
is entering on a policy
corpa ever attached to a rebel army United States
to- discourage
.foreign investments
exhausted
in Mexico, but they are
by
is
untrue; I think that
the necessity of workine night and there. That
sdtno-- eCfliita-are
haspenipgj AliMQ.itliat
then
put
haveteijmed
!...:
to
cannot
be
I
charged,
that
they
hope
Fighting Is ( Reported
the United States.
Juarez, Mex., Marco 25. "Fighting
"There Is a policy forming in the
is in progress his morning In the
minds of our government and our
outskirts of Tftrjfeon,";
which is notjiiew, that woum
This was i. th.e- ?text flf a telegram people
such investments or such
discourage
from the south given put officially
as would carry with them
concessions
here today. There, were no details
the control of the government of any
and official prophesy wag readjusted
of those states and only such, for so
to the effect that it might be some
far as the United States is concerned,
nays before tho federal stronghold i
welyou know how heartily we have
taken.
comed your investments in our land
and still welcome them, and always
Diebold Hears of Loss
will."
El Paso, March 25. Miguel Diebold,
the
Secretary Bryan transmitted
of the Mexican federal consular servAmbassador
speech
Page's
copy of
ice, said today that he had been ofwithout any comment whatever and
were
rebels
the
informed
that
ficially
it was read in full to the senate and
repulsed with hravy loss at Torreon,
e
to the foreign relations
and that some of them were driven referred
without, debate.
back 20 miles.
Juarez
is
that
"It
very significant
"WHITE WClT" BUSY
is without news, and I regard it as
March 23, "White 'Wolf,"
Peking,
said
of
confirmation
my dispatch,"
the Chinese brigand, and his follow
Mr. Diebold.
ers today captured and sacked tha
city oT Lung Cbu Chai In the province
on
Foodstuffs
Embargp
tho
of'sben
;

MM

SEEI1S

PRINCE ADALBERT ILL
25. Prince
Kiel, Germany, March

,
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ESCAPE-PRISON-

S .TECHNICALITY
WHO WAS CONVICTED OF
ASSAULT WAS LUCKY IN THE

MAN

EXPERIENCE
Pueblo, Colo., March 23. That having already been convicted on a
charge of assault with Intent to do
bodily injury, James Williams, who
old Alberta
shot and killed
Serfling here last September should
not have been convicted on second
degree murder is the contention of
lawyers who began a fight today for
a new. trial. It is contended that the
bullet which killed the child was intended by Williams for Albert, Serf-ling, the little girl's father, with whom
Williams had quarreled. The latter
was convimted of assault prior to his
trial on the clian
inprler.
-

tisei

.

Fasces

:

res-iilrth-

Zoriano, constitutionalist collector
of customs at Agua prteta. It wan
understood that similiar regulations
will be put into effect at all border
points held by the rebels.
Tho order. Zoriano tnist. wns
snrv to combat the temptit'.on of
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Exictement ran high last night in
Las Vegas between th,o hours of 8:3
and 9 o'clock when two firo alarm
were sounded. The first alarm eama
e,
from the State Hospital for the
but the extent of uie damatre
this place, was small. The second
alarm was turned in from the Brld-Bar where a small building in t'ue
rear and the U W. Ilfeld warehouse
were ablaze. The damage done there
amounted to about $S()o. Both departments responded to the alarms
and the work of the volunteer organizations in both cases is worthy cf
favorable comment.
The fire at the Bridge Bar is thourfc-to have been the work of a fire ficn-The blaze originated in an old bui'.l-in- g
in the rear of the saloon.
structure bad been condemned
side officials, but had
been destroyed.
Judging from the cfretrmst.nr.i
concerning the conflagration., Uie f.r ,
was started by the use of oil cr
lino which
thrown la
c,
building and- lighted, tha flames
rapidly spreading. The Maze covered
the entire rear of the Bridge Cur.
throwing a (brilliant reflection ia,
the sky that was visible from alj
parts of tho city.
Both ,1'ire departments were return-in- g
from the asylum when tha alarm
from the Bridge Bar was received.
The B. Romero Hose and Fire company had made the trip to the hospital with its hose wagon and was
in the vicinity of Amusement park on
the Boulevard when the fire whistle?
sounded for.-thsecond tune. The
firemen whipped n& the fat E. Romero team and began one of the
runs made in this city for mus
time, covering a Cistance of a mil.
Within a short time they had two
streams on the blaze, and began to
get the flames under control. The-Baside department responded to tha
alarm, but was delayed by an accident that occured on Main averre.3 at
the junction of Seventh street wfcem
a ladder on tha wagon, lotweneif,
throwing two of tho fireinr?n, R. W.
Smith and Eugene Thornhlii, to th
ground. The men wero
cr
again, however, and the wnpuny attended the fire with a full awmhw-ship- .
When tho East side fireman
arrived they took charge of the
on the east of tne rear of t;,.
Bridge Bar, and greatly $,siai.-in,
preventing the destruction of the entire building.
The fact that the bbze was not m
covered until botfc "departfcunirs
root tho state hospital,
,
boln f that it n is of 1
c
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Douglas, Ariz., March 25. An embargo on the export of foodstuffs
from Sonora was announced tod;,y by

INSTITUTION PLACED IN
GER BY SPONTANEOUS

BIG

alive than dead. A summary notice
that a fixed sum must be paid into
the rebel treasury within 24 hours
GET HE fTER CELLS
was served on his last Saturday, but
of
Consul
efforts
the
American
through
Marion Letcher, the time was ExtendPROTEST AGAINST FAVORITISM
ed to three days longer.
CAILLAUX
MME.
TO
"Coionel Anacleto J. Giron, the Jefe
BRINGS RESULTS
de armas, on Sunday announced the
had positive orders to carry out the
Paris, March 25. Violent public, and
execution.
Representatives of Eeveral official protest against the favors
foreign governments then appealed to shown to Madame Caillaux by the
Giron.
authorities of St. Lazare prison had
"'If the money is paid what assur- their effect today when Madame Wit,
ances will be given that Terrazas will who is accused of a murderous attack
be liberated?' Girpnwa3 asked.
on her husband, was transferred to a
""'I have not been advised on that heated ceil and given a maid to atpoint, said the rebel officer. 'I sim- tend her.
Madame Caillaux, after the ordeal
ply received orders from my superiors
that 500,000 pesos must be paid with- of her long examination by Henri
in 24 hours.'
Boucard, the investigating magistrate,
.'
'"If it is not patd
yesterday,, passed a quiet day in the
'"Then he wfll tie shot," answered prison today.
Colonel Giron.
The inquiry into the connection of
"Appeals for more time were made former, cabinet ministers with', the
Terrazas was giv- postponement of the trial of Henri
with the
en three day's extention. Meantime Rochetto, the swindler, grows more
influence was 'bought to bear In the and more complicated. The abstracts
United States'; V'nete the father of the of the testimony supplied to the
So far as press appear. to be far from complete.
prisoner is a'" 'tfeffttgeo.
known no 'definite arrangements for Unofficial reports" of tho investigation
the payment of the money have been by the committee fit the chamber! 6f
deputies allude to violent attacks 'd'ti
agreed on.
"Many times since his capturejby Joseph Caillaux, former minister of
the rebel,, Terrazas' life has
finance, as well as on former Prethreatened. His father, who is snore miers Briand and Itarthou. No menthan SO years old, recently in EL Paso tion is made of these in the official
offered to give bis- - own life for that version
of his son. 'My son is the father of
COMPANY PAYS FINE
13 children, and they need him,' said
General Terrazas. 'I have not. much
San Francisco, Maren 25 The Westlonsrer to Hva and if they will take ern Fuel company pa.d tuity tie fino
me in his place I will go.'
of $2,000 imposed by Ju "t Doobnj; of
Eiound tl.0101 .'!,-- , ,r
"After General Salvador Mercado, tho United States district court on nnsut-c- t t
uri.l in
t t,
the federal military governor, evacuat- IVaxid C. Norcross, secretary of the rrre-i- l
,
to
ry
n.fi:
court
pronounced
ed Chihuahua, taking with him many company, whom the
J,T. 1 , if , , - '
to
refused
ha
in
because
the
death
who
at
contempt
families
feared
rich
1 1
cc
'
f n '
hands of the rebels, Terrazas- - Jr., de- deliver tho company's books to the 3"
f I, 'I r
"it)
conto
the
recently
cided to remain here with his family, grand jury prior
11 f '1
not only because he Sid not wish the cluded trial of the coppjriv s rtiUKis Tf'.l '
.
t
.
u
ii
indii
on
women and children to. endure the and ofiicers
,i
sl Tbey W1'230
1
i ' 1,
,
frauds.
inhabitants and wounded and captured bards'hipfi of travel with troops over eusUvnis wcig-'uii'
,
-,
,
1'
1
The company offeri
the desert to Ojinaga, but alno
many hundreds' more. Tho
i
,
i
tue clerk, Of tho court n
be elecfed to remain, if
depredations commuted by "Wliil'i
i.
in custody cf prsporty left by minted gold hsj
Wolf" had hitherto been cliiofly
to the provinces of Hu Pen and bis fattier,
r,-- .i
v
"When Villa eittrrfwl the c.irv one
Ho Nan and many thomuuuis of Chi!
rt.
n ,i)i,l X'
of his fist acta v. .3
nese regular troops ore in tho
!
1
I
;. v. t
person of Terra, as w1u ' 1 1 1' n t"
ar;unst him-
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MARCH
RAILROAD LOOKS FOR BETTER
BUSINESS DURING SPRING
AND SUMMER

Topeka, Kas., March 25 An Increase in the March earnings of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway,
indicating that the country is slowly
awakening after the long winter business drowsiness, brings hope to the
hearts of the hundreds of shopmen
and dependent interests in Topeka
The gain in traffic this month
is far from the marK set by March
last year, to be sure, but the losses
are, dwindling below the disappointing decrease of. January and February
and railway traffic men in Topeka of
tooth the Santa Fe and Rock Island
lines are looking forward to the distant terminal of retrenchment and
stringent finance.
Incidentally, and with vast Importance to Topeka, the brighter showing
of Santa Fe finances will bring about
better times in this city. With 2,500
Sanfa Fe shopmen in, Topeka working
only 40 hours a week the pay roll this
winter has fallen off with a crippling
effect topon business. Tbe signs of
increased traffic, bringing about a
gain in earnings, is of vital Importance to Topeka,
Theanta Fe suffered a dangerous
decrease in traffic In January and
February. Unsettled conditions in the
country In general, increased operating expenses, floods In California and
a depression caused by legislative and
national control, weakened the returns of the road. As a result a gen-orshop and office retrenchment
was ordered over the system. The
Topeka shops were limited to 40 hours
a week and scores of employes were
let out at the general offices.

is Supreme Court Justice Richard II.
ilaima), "To the Memory of the Brethren of the Degrees Whose Labors
Here Below Have Ceased During the
Present Masonic Year," "To all Regular Masons and Masonic Bodies of
all Rites and Degrees over tne bur-face of the Earth.. Honors and lau-

rels to the Worthy, Health, to the
Sick; Comfort to the Needy and Succor to the Oppressed Everywhere,"
and "To the Ladies."
The officers of the chapter are, in
addition to John W. Mayes, wise master: Marviu G. Yates, senior warden;
Frank E. Andrews, Junior warden;
Norman L. King, orator; Frederick
Muller, almoner; Harry S. Bowman,
secretary; Hiram B. Cartwright, treasurer; Lorin C. Collins, master of ceremonies; Francis E. Lester, expert;
Earl C. Iden, assistant expert; Benjamin Titus, guard of the temple, and
The past
George A. Riddle, ryrer.
wise masters are Nathan Jaffa and
ijames A. Rolls, all those named bedegree 'Masons and
ing thirty-seconMr. Mayes of the thirty-thir- d
degree.

RATE MEETING
San Francisco, Calif., March 25.
Final decision on the rates to prevail
from eastern points to San Francisco
and San Diego during the exposition
period next year is expected to be
made at the meeting begun here today
by the Transcontinental
passenger
association. The association represents practically all of the important
railroad and steamship lines west of
TAXABLE ASSESSMENT OF, $7,693,- .
Chicago.
809 IS REPORTED BY THE ,
In addition to the question of reduc''
V
ii
; OFFICIALS
ed rates the meeting is to consider,

CHAVES

SYMBOLIC LIGHTS
ELABOR
ATE CEREMONIES ON MAUNDY THURSDAY

SCOTTISH RITE PLANS

extln-jfuishiu-

Ax-fla- n

scalping laws, a minimum
charge for meals on dining cars, methods of preventing the abuse of baggage
privileges, and a curtailment of the
practice of holders of mileage tickets
who check their baggage on steam
roads and travel by electric railways.

one-thre- e

KILLIifBMDE

Special "Health Warning' for March
March is a trying month for the
very young and for elderly people.
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrippe and
pneumonia ar to be feared and avoid- RICARDO AZCARATE
WILL BE
ed. Foley's Honey and Tar is a great
TRIAL
IN CARRI-ZOZPLACED
ON
will
that
medicine
stop
quickly
family
a cough, check the progress of a cold
SATURDAY
and relieve inflamed and congested
air passages. It is safe, purs ana alSanta Fe, March 25. Attorney E.
ways reliable.' O. G. Schaefer and Red
C.
Wade, Jr., was , Informed today
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
that the sensational murder case of
ANNIVERSARY OF GREAT FLOOD state vs. Ricardo Azcarate has been
Dayton, O., March 25. One year set for. trial at Carrizozo on Saturago today marked the beginning of day. This is the second time that
the great flood which devastated al Azcarate Is placed on trial, the case
most the whole of Ohio and Indiana resulting in a mistrial the first time.
and parts of Pennsylvania, New York, Azcarate, who is the son of former
West Virginia, Kentucky and several Sheriff Guadalupe Azcarate of Dona
others states. In the loss of life and Ana county, is accused of shooting
property Dayton was by far the great- and killing his wife, a bride of nine
est sufferer of any or the cities that months, at his home in Las Cruces.

Cottolene

record-b-

reaking

two-third-

1

!

li

1

b''-f!-

IN SELECTING OUR SPRING

in

The bullet passed through the bride's
arm and piercedVher heart, which
seemed to make the suicide theory
first advanced, untenable. In fact,
Azcarate's defense Is that the weapon
was discharged while he was scuffling
with his wife to take the revolver
away from her with which she threatened to fcill herself one midnight. . A
change of venue to Carrizozo was
granted and venires for 200 jurors
have been issued.
Farmers and others who live at a
distance from a drug store should keep
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores
sprains and rheumatism. It is a pow
erful healing and penetrating remedy.
Price 25c, 50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Durg Co. Adv.
BRIDGES ARE LOCATED

Santa Fe, March 25. Engineers J,
B." Johnson and R. L. Cooper of the
state engineer's department, return
ed today from a bridge locating and
road inspecting trip that took them
through San Miguel, Mora and Guadv
lupe counties. Oi; the Pecos they !o
cated tlirec- bridge sites, at Anton-chicoPuert de Luna and Fort Sum
ner. In Mora county bridge sites
were located on the Sapello and Mora
ne.ar Watrou.i, on the Ceholla near
Mora. Knglueer H. K. Morgans was
left at Mora to superintend the con
struction of the
road.
Johnson and Cooper made the trip
fiom Fort Sumner to Santa Fe, 190
miles, in one day in the department
automobile.
-

A pain in the side or back that
catches you when you straighten up
call" for a rubbing application of
SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
the contracted muscles arid permits
motion without suffering or Inconvenience,
price 2"c, Fie and $1.00 per
bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Mo

S

AdV.

.17

'
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Santa Fe, March
"assessment roll for Chaves county, the last
of the 26 to be recerved by the traveling auditor, put In its appearance
today. It shows Chaves county to
be the richest county in the state,
having a taxable assessment of
and a tax duplicate to be collected of $386,106.17. A number of
inconsistencies appear on the face of
the returns, for in one precinct burros are valued &t $390 each, in another $300 each, and In still another
at $15 a head. The county has
acres on the assessment rolls
valued with improvements at three
times $2,295,868.
There are listed
568,555 acres of grazing lands assessed for taxation with improvements at
25.-Th-

WEAR-IN- G

APPAREL WE ANTICIPATED THE
WISH OF EVERY

1TATE

d

Santa Fe, March 25. The program
for the solemn ceremony of
the seven symbolic lights
on Maundy Thursay, April 9, by
Chapter Jose Croix, No. I. Valley
f Santa Fe. at the Scottish Rite ca
thedral was announced today. The
paschal lamb will be served at the
banquet at which unleavened bread
will also be served. The ceremony
of relighting the candles will take
place on Sunday. John Wesley Mayes,
33, will be toastmast.er, and the obligatory toasts will be responded to as were covered by the raging waters.
follows:
In 12 months the city has accomplish"To the President of the United ed wonders in rebuilding thfe strucStates," "To the Supreme Coun- tures that were destroyed by the
cil," "To the Sovereign Grand Com- flood and the great fire which accommander," "To the Deputy of the Su- panied it Today the citizens of all
preme council for New Mexico," (who classes joined in solemn service in
memory of the men, women and children whose lives were lost in the catastrophe. At the same time flags
were displayed on many buildings in
Here is what a prominent celebration of the progress that has
made In rehabilitating the city.
physician says in regards to been was
the middle of March of last
It
states were
year that the central
swept by a series of errifio cyclones
and tornadoes, which were followed
by five or six days of torrential rains.
"Being; essentially a vegetable As late as the evening of March 24
as
product, Cottolene forms the the situation was not regarded
alwere
floods
although
moit healthful and nutritious alarming,
ready imminent over the northern
cooking medium known."
slope of the Ohio basin in the states
Children like doughnuts and of Ohio and Indiana, The downpour
rain throughout this section was
pastries. These really are of
heaviest ever known.
the
wholesome and digestible if
the night of March 21 all
During
made with Cottolene. For of the streams
of Ohio and Indiana
all deep frying Cottolene is superior
passed their flood stages, and within
and most economical because you 24 hours
many of them reached
use it again and again. It absorbs
heights. On the mornno odors.
Merely strain after ing of March 23, one year ago today.
using and it is ready for next time. the people of D.iyton awoke to find
river had reached a
-- 1 that the Miami feet
above the highest
height of eight
; ' i am yorr
figure previously recorded.
The breaking of the levees resulted
s
of the
in the inundation of
city, Including' the whole of the business section. Many places wore under
2(1 feet of water.
For several days
some 75,fl')0 people were marooned in
the upper stories of buildings. Many
fires broke out and great suffering
ai ei v rv lack, of fond, shelter
i
When the waters
c.y f'otlmj
-- U..1
.
the city relieved
1
1
'
t
'j it was found that
'
i
, 1, 1
, f
lo:t anil mil-- i
in r r.ir-rtdestroyed.

RICHEST

cony

Rheumatism
Foley Kidney Pills are so thoroughly effective for ibackache, rheumatism,
swollen and aching Joints, kidney and
bladder ailments that they are recommended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
McGrew, Nebr., says:
"My druggist
recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in my back, and before I finish'Chronic Stomach Trouble Cured
ed one bottle, my old trouble entirely
There is nothing more discouraging disappeared."
than a chronic disorder of the stomach. Ib it not surprising that many
PULLMAN BUSINESS GOOD
suffer for years with such an ailment
Santa Fe, March 25. That the Pullwhen a permanent cure is within their
reach and may be had for a trifle? man company's business continues
"About one year ago," says P. H. very profitable anil that it only pays
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a less than
hundredth of its
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and entire tax Mil to the state of New
since using them I have felt perfectly
welL I had previously used any num- Mexico is apparent from the statistics
ber of different medicines, but none of the Pullman company completed toor them were of any lasting benefit."
day by the state corporation commisP6r sale by all dealers. Adv.
sion. The taxes paid to New Mexico
last year were $2,927.42, while the enINTERESTING LEGAL POINT
tire taxes paid by the company
Santa Fe, March 25 A most interamounted to $9G2,37l'.42. The ratio
esting point is raised in the case of of the
company's expenses to its revevs.
in
Benito Lobato, plaintiff
error,
nues
was
only 66.61 per cent, and
the State of New Mexico, pending In
?12,833,-889.6income
net
the
corporate
which
in
court
of
the circuit
appeals,
revenues were
The
gross
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
the gross expenses
has just completed the brief for the
and the capital stock was
state. Lobato had been sentenced by
the territorial district court for man- $116,609,712.
slaughter. He appealed to the terriFoley Cathartic tablets are entirelj
torial supreme court, but the lower
effective,
thoroughly cleansing and al
tercourt was not affirmed until the
In action. They contair
ways
pleasant
ritorial supreme court had been re- blue flag, are a remedy for constipa
placed by the state supreme court, tlon and sluggish liver, and a tonle tc
which passed on the case. Lobato the bowels, which are Improved bj
Colds Cause Headache and Grip
their use. Try them. They do ndi
then appealed to the circuit court of fail to
give relief and satisfaction. O
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE tabconthe
the
of
clause
G." Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
appeals, under
lets remove cause. There Is only One stitution
relating to the transferring Store. Adv.
"BROMO QUININE." It has signature
of cases, but the state questions the
of E. W. GROVE on box. 25c.
jurisdiction of the circuit court of appeals, thus raising a moBt interesting
IAN ACCUSED OF
constitutional question.
BASONS-TOPOT OUT
to-oa-y.

MARCH 25 1914.

WEDNESDAY,
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and it's time now to select your spring coat or suit.
Further delay in the selection of those spring

gar-men- ts

will deprive you of the satisfaction of being
one of the women to set the fashion of this city.

This is WOOLTEX SUIT WEEK and we are

show-

If

ing all the accepted styles, fabrics and colors.

you want to give careful thought to the selection of

147,-274.-

don't put off your shopping

your Easter Costume,

until the last moment. If you select for your Easter

suit a Wooltex Suit,
Copyright

Tic

The other classes Qf property with
taxable assessment are: Citly and
town lots and improvements, $1,752,-894- ;
electrio light plant, $75,000; .250
miles telephone and telegraph,- $38,-9191.31 miles of railroad, $590,620;
nsurtng mills, $285; 10,537 horses,
$21,362; 1,518 mules, $61,050; 59,730
cattle, $688,923; 179,487 sheep, $259,-2910,440 goats, $15,660; 1,790 swine,
$C,839; 435 burros, $4,715; 2,356 vehicles, $29,477; 1,402 sewing machines,
$9,084; saddles, $15,372; merchandise,
$289,977; capital in manufacturing,
$14,000; farming implements, $26,170;
saloon and other fixtures, $18,672;
money and notes, $40,900; ice plant,
$750; watches and clocks, $7,116;
books, $6,500; jewelry, $18,140; printing plants, $10,500; musical instruments, $35,660; , household furniture,
shares of stock, $3,254.20;
$116,958;
287 autos, $74,728; penalty, $149,883;
creamery, $600; cement plant, $10,000;
laundries, $2,000; gas engines, $3,440;

1914
H. Slack

Co.

such a selection.

a bettor one
best time tor

SUT" WEEK is the

and WOOLTEX

$645,939.

you cannot select

Copy.'llbt 191
The H. Wick Co.

'

;

-

Bedding Specials
"

a

Remember (his is Corset

-

"

Here's some Items, of special interest to
in the city not only beevery houp"""
cause ofl the very low prices but more especially because of the high quality of these
items:

Week
You will need

i

' '

OUR LEADER
72x90 Sheets
42x36 Pillow Cases

50c
12i2c

that new
or'
suit begown
cause the corset Is

,. .65c

PEPPERELL
72x90 Seamless Sheets
81x90 Seamless Sheets
42x36 Pillow Cases
45x36 Pillow Cases

very foundation of
a perfect fit. We are

75c
80c
--

,6

fit

you

60c

72x90 Seamless Sheets
81x90 Seamless Sheets.

2--

,18c

HARVARD HEMSTITCHED
81x90 Hemstitched Sheets.
85o
90x90 Hemstitched Sheets
90c
42x36 Hemstitched Pillow Cases. . .&i2c
45x36 Hemstitched Pillow Cases... ..25c

The tax duplicate is to
$769,809.
of county taxes;
yield $126,178.47
$104635.80 of state taxes; $5,452.85 of
special state taxes; $44,324.85 of municipal taxes and $105,514.21 of school

a new

model corset before

ELM DALE

tools, $6,920; well drills, $8,350; 2,434
hives of bees, $3,592; exemptions,

taxes.

".:

lJ

showing all the new
models this week.

ml

Make your selection

li

while the stocks

THOMSON'S
LLOVEiFITTrNG'
CORSETS.

--

are

complete.

'

.

Avoid Stuffy,

Wheezy Breathing
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for an Inflamed and congested
condition of the air asages and bronchial tubes. A cold develops quickly
if not checked and bronchitis, lagrippe
and pneumonia are dangerous possibilities. Harsh racking coughs weaken the
system, but Foley's Honey and Tar is

Las VeSCas'LefldinaStoro

WOOLTEX

SUIT

S

WPFK

M,

j

lUVlOlJU 6 OU6
1862

safe, pure and certain in results. Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and
music, Belen high school; "CertificaRed Cross Drug Store. Adv.
tion of Teachers," Saturninon Baca;
A SADDLE ACCUSED
Pro"Games In the Lower Grades,"
Santa Fe, March 25. United States fessor Adalino Sanchez; address, Suof America vs. one horse, one saddle, perintendent of Instruction Alvan N.
one pair of saddlebags, one bridle and White; "Shal I Enter Summer Insti-tue?- "
one saddle blanket, is the rather
John Rain; "Motivacion," Dr.
title of a case that came up In C. M. Light; Spanish address, Profesthe federal court, and as a matter of sor Frank Sanchez, president of the
fact, it is the first case of its kind association; "Games in the High
to come up in the federal court here. School," J. B. Gunter.
It grew out of the seizure of the
The department of education today
old roan horse revised the directions In the poll
above named
and accoutrement by Superintendent books "for the school elections on
H. S. Coggeshall and an officer for Monday, April 6.
the suppression of the liquor traffic
The Mothers' Favorite
among the Indians, on the Jemez reserA COUKh medicinn fnr oTillriron
vation. The unknown rider made his
should be harmless. It. should ho
"
;
escape.
pleasant to take. It should hn
The seizure was made because the Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy Is all ot
rider carried several bottles of in- this and Is the mother's favorite
For sale by ail dealers. Adv
toxicants in his saddlebags. Assist
ant United States Attorney E. C.
Wae appeared for the government and
Judge Pope authorized a warrant of
seizure to 'be issued to the United
CAPITAL PAID IN
States marshal. A monition will now
$100,000.00 be posted in the federal building and
the court directed that it should also
be advertised twice Jn the Albuquer
que Morning Journal,
fhe return day
was fixed as May 1, 9 a. m. As it was
an entirely new procedure, from the
libel of information to the monition,
J. M. Cunningham, Preside it
the assistant United States attorney
Frank Springer.
went to considerable trouble to draw
the proper papers.
ten-ye-

every-where-

Plain Truth .That's Worth Money
Uslne Folev's Hnnev and Tar for a
cough or cold may save you both sickness and money. F. F. Monahan, Men"I am exposed
omonie, wis., says:

.

i
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.

.

Established

OcoOidaPkja.

MAN

FROZE TO DEATH

IS DISCHARGED

GUARDIAN

Santa Fe, March 25. Juan Apodaca
of Santa Cruz, former resident of
Santa Fe, was found fozen to death
early Saturday morning a short distance from his homa The man had
evidently been en route home and being thinly clad perished from! exposure to the cold weather, there being
no bruises or signs of violence of any
kind on his body, according to the
verdict of the coroner's Jury. There
was also nothing to indicate that he
had been drinking. The remains were
buried Sunday morning in San Juan
cemetery. The deceased is survived
'
by a wife.

Santa Fe, March 25. In the probate court today,
M, A.
Otero was discharged as guardian of
his son, who has attained his majority.
Leo Hersch was appointed administrator of the estate Of Hans Andersen, Hersch being one of the creditors
of the deceased. The matter of the
estate of the late Jose Segura also
came up for consideration.
AMERICAN WEDS BRITAIN
March 25. St. Paul's
London,

church, Knightsbridge, was the scene
of a Jjrilliant military wedding today,
when Miss Harriott Hutchinson, eldChamberlain's Tablets for Constipation est daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
For constipation. Chamberlain's Tab-let- W. J. Hutchinson of New York, be
are excelelnt. Easy to take, mild
Paleo-logu- e
and gentle in effect, utve them a trial came the bride of Major W. C.
of the Indian army.
rnr. brio nv an dealers. Adv.
s

SURPLUS
50,000.0t
1

K

t ;

!

I I
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LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIMED DEPOSIT!
D. T. Hpsklns, Cashier
E. S. Lewis, Ass'L Cash.

'-

-

-

to all kinds of weath pr nnrl 1 find Fo
ley's Honey and Tar Compound always
nxes me up in good shape wtien
catch cold or have a bad cough.
recommend it gladly." Refuse all sub
stitutes. O. G. Rchnefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Aav.

1

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS. BANK

1

TEACHERS

WILL

Gr.riTAL GTGC!?.. -

MEET:

Santa Fe, N. M.. March 25.4-T- he
department of education has been informed that the Union county teachers
will convene at Dea Moines on April
IS.
The Valencia rouniv tmseliers,
who will meet at; Belen on March 25,
have submitted the follow)')? tentative program:
Invocation, Father
Pickard; Address of wolwiua. Tan!
B. Dalies;
response, Br. C. M. Light;

-

CSD,CS3.CO

Office with Ae San'Myae! National Cask
WM. G. HATDON

..

II

W. KELLT...
D. T. HOSKINS.

.

President

Vice President
m

Interest Padd Oh Deposits

Treasurer
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EASIER IS

Sciatica Lumbago, and
Dreaded Articular
Rheumatism
Cored.

PLANNED
TRADE CONGRESS IN PARIS
WILL ENDEAVOR TO EFFECT
A CHANGE

BIG

Brussels, March 25. A proposal to
have the world adopt a fixed date for
Easter will be discussed and acted
upon at the biennial meeting of the
International Congress of Chambers
of Commerce which is to meet In Pa-rinext June. Such Is the announce
ment made by the permanent com
mittee of the congress, which met in
Brussels today to approve the pro- gram prepared for the Paris meeting.
The fact that the variable date for
Easter causes much embarrassment
and. loss in certain lines of trade is
responsible for the movement to have
the festival celebrated on a fixed date.
It Is suggested by the supporters of
the movement that the fixed date
oulii be brought about by regulating
Eastor by the sun Instead of the
moon.

The program prepared for the meeting of the congress shows that
other Important subjects will
be brought up for consideration. Postal money orders and checks, bills of
lading for steam navigation, insurance policies in international traffic,
dock warrants, arbitral procedure, and
the utility of the proposed international action regarding unfair competition are among the questions that
will receive attention.
A possible source of discussion relative to competition may be the operations of great combinations such as
the Standard and Russian oil companies, the German syndicate which
controls the trade in potash and other
concerns whose field includes the
world. The British system of marine
insurance, evolved by centuries of experience, will be closely examined for
models to improve the phraseology
niim--ero-

'

A RANCH

Santa Fe, March 24. Federal agents
are reported to be investigating .the
status of the "famous horse ranch"
in Dona Ana county, set aside to the
extent of 230,000 acres during the
Taft administration and discussed recently in the United States senate,
when Senator Albert B. Fall brought
up the matter. The land set aside Is
located in northern and eastern Dona
Ana county and was intended to be
used a3 a breeding ranch for horses
for the army. At first a number
of stallions were grazing on the vast
expanse b.ut of late, it is charged, it
has been turned into a private cattle
pasture.

i
ACH

"TIZ" PUTS JOY

FEET

SOKE
Too Will Feel ISkr an Acrobat After Urine
B. 8. B.
Rheumatism Is slraulv a name erlveri ta
designate a variety 01 pams, and (!an onlv
ub reacnen Dy irrigating tne entire Diuoa
supply with a naturally assimilative antidote. There Is but one standard rheumatism remedy, and is sold In all drug stores
under the name of S. S. S. Attempts are
oflen made to sell something claimed to be
"just as good." Insist positively you will
have nothing but S. S. 8.
It contains only pure vegetable element
and is absolutely free of mercury, iodide
of potash or arsenic.
'lhe recoveries of all tvnes at rheuma
tism by the use of 8. S: 8. Is a fine tribute
to the natural efficacy of this remarkable
medicine, for it is assimilated Just as naturally, lust as specifically, and lust as
well ordained as the most acceptable, most
palatable, and most readily digested food.
Do not fall to get a bottle of S. 8. 8.
You will be astonished at the results. If your rheumatism Is of such a
nature that you would like to consult a
specialist, write to the medical department,
The Swift Specific Co., 220 Swftt Bldg.,
Atlanta. Ga.

'My, How 'TIZ' Gladdens Tired, Swol
len, Sweaty Feet It's

Glorious!"
"Hnppyl
HkpptI

Um'TIZ'"

- 1

V
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Frost and Drought Very Much Alike
In Their Effects Upon Good
Old Mother Earth.
Frost and drought are not unlike in
their results, or at least their effects.
A winter meadow, bare of snow but
frozen hard. Is not very dissimilar to
the same meadow during a dry spell
after haying. Color is gone, growth
i
short, stones show like land turtles,
the soil ia impenetrable, the wheel of
nature is on a dead point. Only the
hedgerows, in either case, retain some
life and color.
You look at the foothole pits in the
ground, made when you rode that way
last fall or spring, as the case may
be, and wonder that the ground would
ever have been soft enough to receive
such impressions, while that pools of
water could ever have stood upon it
eeems impossible. The earth, like the
face of a frightened cowboy, is pale
to tne obliteration of ita natural tan
and, again like the cowboy, this only
departs wnen he draws rein at home.
Then it ia good to see, even in win
ter, how the tints hasten back, and
brown skin and stubby beard assume
their natural hues; for even in winiter there is color, whenever a spell
or mild moisture comes. From
Farmer's Notebook," by E. D. Phelps,
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DEFEATS
ST. GEORGE
LAST
NIGHT IN A TELEGRAPHIC
BOXBALL CONTEST

S'

.

SPEED

In the boxball tournament last night
Y. M. C. A. with St. George,
Kas., the local team won by the small
margin of 69 pins. This is the third
game of the series, two of which have
been won by the Y. M. C. A., the
other going to Kansas. The St. George
ladies rolled a good game, with the
total pins of 1,935, against the good
score of the local ladies of 1,740. The
Kansas men bowled a little lower
than usual, with a total of 2,923; the
If. M. C. A. team had a total of 3,187.
The Y. M. C. A. received a BCore
sheet from St. George showing a record score bowled by one of their
team, Boyies, his best score being
298, in a possible 300. Other scores
OF LIGHT followed which were exceptionally

at the
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Gross, Kelly &
Sole Agents

4,858

George
Even in this speed-maage we can
Ladies
never hope to equal the speed of light,
127 158 124
which the scientists tell us is 186,000 Hays ....
105 116 129
miles a second. If light could not LneNoir .
99 115 116
.
be
Myers
no
measured
one would
actually
believe it
85 117 111
Greenberger
There is a delicate instrument used Farkin
108 115 115
in measuring light which throws
beam of light upon a revolving disk.
524 621 595
There was some doubt about the fig
1,740.
Total,
ures obtained In this way until it was
Gentlemen
round tnat when the earth was in
229 241 201
the part of its orbit nearest to Jupiter Hanson
226 233 260
eclipses took place 16 minutes earlier LeNoir
than when it was in the furthermost Ungaro
161 207 194
part, whereas by all rules of astrono- DeMarais
198 210 187
my they should have taken place at Hite
241 213
-1- 86
the same minute each time. It is de
duced from this that the light was
1000 1132 1055
not instantaneous and consequently
Total, 3,187.
took 16 minutes to traverse the diameter of the earth's orbit, a distance of
about 200,000,000 miles, thus giving to
light a velocity of 18G.000 miles a sec- BANKERS TOOK THE
ond, which was accurately shown lat
er by other experiments.

'.

"TIZ" makes sore, burning, tired
feet fairly dance with delight Away
go the aches and pains, the corns, cal
louses, blisters, bunions and chil
blains.
"TIZ" draws out the acids and pois
ons that puff up your feet No mat
ter how! hard you work, how long you
dance, how far you walk, or how long
yon remain on your feet, "TIZ" brings
restful foot comfort. "TIZ" Is magi
cal, grand, wonderful for tired, ach
ing, swollen, smarting feet. Ah! how
comfortable, how happy you feel
Your feet Just tingle for joy; shoes
never hurt or seem tight.
Get a 25 cent box of TIZ now
from any druggist or department
store. End foot torture forever wear
smaller shoes, keep your feet fresh,
sweet and happy. Just think! a whole
year's foot comfort for only 25 cents.
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The scores for last night's games
Scientist Can Tell With Absolute Ac
are as follows:
curacy Just How Fast the Rays
Can Travel.
Las Vegas
4,927

a large delegation of representative
American manufacturers and 'business
men.
The French government, in
tion with the business organizations
of France, is preparing for the elahorate entertainment of the visitors.
The delegates from abroad will be
regarded as the guests of the republic,
and the two weeks following the ses
sions of the congress will be given up
to more or less formal visitations at
Lyons, Grenoble, Valence, Dijon and
other places of historic Interest and
industrial importance.
Excursions
also will be arranged to points in Italy,
Switzerland, Germany and other counof policies.
The program as prepared "by the tries.
committee indicates that American
thought and practice have largely in
fluenced conditions under which trade CHILDREN HATE OIL,
and commerce may consider plans for
Adv.
broadening the service rendered by
CALOMEL AND PILLS
T)Oth and making them better underHEAVY CRIMINAL DOCKET
stood. The need of uniformity, or at
Santa
Fe, March 25. The docket
least a tetter understanding, is illus- "CALIFORNIA
SYRUP OF FIGS" for the federal court term is heavy
trated by the fact that under article
BEST FOR TENDER STOM-ACand besides the Salazar case also carIfi of The Hague convention the death
LIVER, BOWELS
ries two murder cases, a large num
of a maker of a check has no influber of cases growing out of the proence upon the validity of the check,
Look hack at your childhood days. hibition of the
liquor traffic among
whereas according to English law the Remember the "dose" mother insisted the
and a number of perjury
Indians,
check become void on the death of on castor oil,' calomel, cathartics. cases.
Judge Pope left this evening
the signer.
How you hated them, how you fought for Las Cruces
accompanied by Court
One object of, the coming meeting against thtaking them.
Clarence Iden, Deputy
Stenographer
will be to constitute the congress an
With our children It's different. Clerk A. A. Senecal, Deputy Marshal
active influence between the biennial Mothers who cling to the old form of J. R. Galusha and
Deputy United
meetings. The plans In this direction physic simply don't realize what they States Attorney H. G. Coors.
will be framed along the lines of the do. The children's revolt ,. is well
work accomplished by the Cahmber founded. Their tender little "insldes"
Take HERBINE for indigestion. It
of Commerce of the United States, are injured by them.
relieves the pain in a few minutes and
resoluto
iback
which is able
up its
If your child's stomach, liver and forces the fermented matter which
tions with a permanent organization. bowels need cleansing, give only
s causes the
misery rnto the bowels
It Js expected that the commerce
"California Syrup pf Figs." Its where it is expelled. Price 50c. Sold
and trade bodies of America will take action is positive, but gentle. Millions by Central Drug Co. Adv.
an important part in the sessions in of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
TO REPAIR BRIDGE
Paris. The international congress and laxative" handy; they know children
pon
Santa Fe, March
request
Its work are well understood in the love to take it; that It never fails to
of Road Commissioner Arthur Selig-maUnited States, since the last meeting clean the liver and bowels and sweetState Engineer French today
of the organization was held in Bos- en the stomach, and that a teaspoon- sent out out Apolonio Pino to reconton in 1912. It is expected that the ful given tqday saves a sick child tostruct the bridge across jthe Arroyo
coming meeting will be attended by morrow.
Hondo, six miles south of Santa Fe
botAsk your druggist for a
on El Camlno Real and will also put
tle of "California Syrup of Figs," a force of men to worK to
repair tne
which has full directions for babies, road and to
ERUPTION Oil
gravel It for several miles
children of all ages and for grown- out' of Glorieta toward Santa Fe beups plainly on. each, bottle. Beware fore the
rainy season, which particuof counterfeits sold here. See that It
in this section consists of sliplarly
is made by "California Fig Sryup
adobe.
Refuse any other kind pery
Company."
with contempt. Adv.
MAINE DEMOCRATS CONVENE
Many Nights Did Not Sleep. Burned
Me., March 25. Many del
All the Time,
Portland,
Wore Bandage
METHOD
NOMINATING
DECIDE
have
arrived in Portland for
egates
Night and Day, Used Cuticura
Nashville, Tenn., March 25. A the democratic state convention which
Soap and Ointment. Now Well.
meeting of the democratic state com is to be held tomorrow. As the primittee will he held here Friday to
mary system will be used this year
Klngsvffle, Mo.
decide upon" the method for naming In
"My trouble began
the nomination of the state ticket
eighteen years ago. Nearly half of the time
candidates for governor and other the
there were running sores around my ankle:
principal business of the conven
state officers, to be voted for in the tion will be to
aometimes It would be two years at a time
adopt a platform and
before thoy were healed. There were many
next election. Opinion is divided on select state, district and
county com
did
not
because
of the great
sleep
nights I
the question as to whether the con- mittees.
Daniel J.
Congressman
suffering. The sores were deep running
vention or primary plans should be
ones and so sore that I could not bear for
has been selectetd to act
adopted.
anything to touch them. They would bum
as temporary chairman of the con
like
were
bees
and
time
a lot of
all the
sting
vention.
confined around my anklo. I could not bear
The Forty Year Test
was
to scratch it, it
always so sennittve to
An
must
have
article
exceptional
the touch. I could not lot my clothes touch
MISSIONARY CONFERENCE
merit to survive for a period of forty
It. The skin was very rod. I made what I
Winchester, Ky., March 25. Win
years. Chamberlain's Coush Remedy
called a cap out of white felt, blotting paper
was first offered to the public in 1872, chester ia entertaining for several
and soft white cloth to hold it In shape. This
From a small beginning it has grown
I wore night and day.
the annual meeting of the Wom
favor and popularity until It has days
"I tried many remedies for most of the in
an's
Missionary Society of the Ken
attained a world w1d reputation. You
eighteen years wit h no effect, tost summer
will find hoth!r.g better for a nugh or tucky Conference of the M. E. Church,
when my ankle had been sore for over a year
and much worse than ever before I sent for cold. Try it and you will understand South. Many prominent women, iu- ome Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
It why It is a favorite after a period of cluding several members of the namore than forty years. It not only
would itch and burn, besides a great hurting
"teat I think tongue could never explala-Th- e
elves relief-- it cures. For pale by all tional council, were in attendance at
the opening of the proceedings today.
dealers. Adv.
very first time I used Cuticura Soap
and Ointment I gained relief; they relieved
tho pain right then. It was tliree months
NEW NOTARIES NAMED
G. O. P. OF M1CHIC AN
from the time I commenced using Cuticura
Santa Fe, March 25. Governor McDetroit, Mich., March 25.- - -- Members
Sisap and Ointment until the sores were
r t
in ' t. I liv.o nut 1mh trouhh 1
Donald today commissioned
Francis of the
gaa republican state com
suits." (sumed) Mrs. Chattel E. Brooke,
Pablo
Devi ne of Bernalillo county;
mittee
have
assembled
here to arranpe
Oct. E2, 1012.
Uliharrt of San Miguel county, and for a Biaie convention and make other
Cuticura Soap 2e. and CuUeuraOmttnen
t x a o mill nnj
Isidore Ferran of Coyote, IUo Arriba preparations for the party campaign
.i. l.ii r.il kiii iloof
whn. i ilf-- . v, ii , d
n l?..k Ar-tcounty, notaries public and appointed this year. It ia expected the conven
" ."
rd'TutK lm. F t. T, I
"!')
LilHe G. Murphy of Mora a notary tion vriH he ueld late In the spring,
"Mca who Hbavo mm! stiauipoo with C
either in Del roit or Grand Ilapida.
public.
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Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis. Vice President.
Hallot Raynolds. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice
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Un watched Men Are Honest.
There are restaurants
downtown
where thousands of men are put on
their honor every week. They go into
these luncheon rooms, select the food
they, wish, eat it and when they pass
out, pay the cashier whatever they
want to.
"Do these wen cheat?" I asked the
proprietors of two such places.
"Not more than once. In 200 times
does anybody pay us too little," said
one of them. "The loss Is so striding
it Is not worth while bothering about,
let alone watching."
"The money we lose," said the other
manager, "doean t amount to a dollar
a week." Philadelphia Publio Ledger.

GAMEJfROI!

PEONS

FIRST NATIONAL BAM:
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

I
f

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.
"!
'

In every department of Banking we
fvre prepared to give the best

Interest Pzisi

I

of service

Tims Bcpo&iL

ess

THEY RESENT THE STATEMENT
THAT THEY WERE DEFEATED MONDAY NIGHT

The Bankers say they are accus
tomed to being given the worst of it
by legislators and political reformers,
but they are surprised to find the
newspapers not giving them justice.
Yesterday The Optic announced that
the Peons had defeated the Bankers
on the Elks' alleys on Monday night.
The fact Is that the Bankers were the
winners. The Optic (published the
news as It was given to it, and the
Moneyhandlers think perhaps the
Smart Business.
item was "colored" at its source.
"Young Waggles," remarked FlipThe official scores follow:
son, as he made himself comfortable
1st 2d 3rd To'l
In a deep club armchair, "has had Peons
483
172 145 166
the laugh turned on himself In his Conway
168 143 160
471
little joke against the Flames Fire Martin
397
160 106 131
Insurance company."
Ament
"What do you mean?" asked Flip- - Henriquez -482
169 159 154
son.
491
165 182 144
Ifcsey
'Well," continued hla friend, "he
Insured five hundred cigars, smoked
8834 735 755 2324
them, and then sent In a claim on
1st 2d 3rd To'l
the ground that they had been de- Bankers
522
169 192 161
Hoke stroyed by fire."
461
149 138 174
'And of course he got laughed at?" Witten
491
'Not a bit of it The company has Teumbull
160 141 190
had him arrested on a charge of McWenle
438
148 160 130
arson."
481
153 177 151
Strass

r
'

at

m 'id

Both Expired.
779 808 806 2,393
The defendant, who was held on the
charge of keeping a dog without a
license, repeatedly tried to interrupt
HAN SHOVS LOTS
the evidence, but was huBhed each
time by the court Finally the clerk
turned to him:
OF
"PEP"
"Do yon wish the court to understand that you refuse to renew your
dog license?"
HE WILL GIVE A GOOD ACCOUNT
"
"Yes, but
OF HIMSELF IN BOUT WITH
remust
You
want
no
"We
'buts.'
YOUNG WOLGAST
new your license cr be fined. You
know it expired on Jan. 1."
"Yea, but so did the dog." Harper's
Young Duran, who is to meet
Weekly.
Young Ad Wolgast of Los Angeles on
April 3 In a
bout, worked out
Difference.
before a large crowd In his quarters
Said a Hussian dancer to a Phila- on the West side last
night Duran
delphia reporter:
is a favorite here, having speed and
"We can learn much from the danca punch in either mit He is a re
ing of animals, but why did we go,
is
to
markably clever boy and Reyes
the turkey? There
of all things,
his manager, thinks be will de
something a little too vulgar in the
turkey's dancing, and they who imi- feat Wolgast easily. Beginning tonight
tate it get talked about"
Willie Falch, "the fighting printer's
She shrugged her slender shoulders. devil," will
begin working out with
re"That won't do for women," she
Is a young boxer of
Falch
Duian.
sumed. "To say, 'Everybody is talkconsiderable
and 13 expected
ability,
But
an
him'
about
is
that
eulogy.
ing
to Duran'B
to
addition
valuable
be
a
to say, 'Everybody is talking about
st of sparring partners.
her that's a elegy."
Wolirast has his heart set upon de
- " cf Trt.!.M
feating Duran, aa he hopes, by so do.
1
There
af y of Th&l- - ing, to get a bout with Benny Chaves,
ema. It v i a '
i ( t' 9 gre-- t
whose angora he is especially anxious
1
flab ' a a v 7
'v. im, too to annex. Charles O'MaHey. the proand if J i
expecta a large crowd &t this
"1 'i t) r ' I t luit moter,
you wiil c'
'
f
i
save
a bout, owing to the well known fact
1
are willinpr boxers ana
; t
3 1
tua." O2
i,ry that both boys
' i
Hud 'obs
II
y possessed of lots of ability.
"
i
t
of the I
i a
' 1 .
'
i
'
chai nt , i
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
1 1'
Theieaa" v a iou
Dvjdee vs. PaH-- Drou
Johnny
to r i
8 rounds, at Windsor, Out.
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MOST HEAT FOJR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

D.W.G GOD CD tnr
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Wife in the country r'
AU alone in the house ?
Caught in the rain last night?
? r '
Trousers look like a
I don't care.
An ironing hoard, a danpc! th - I a I
cf the electric switch and ii 5 r . ;
trousers look like new.
I V. I : " '
And when ny
her an LicCt. '
tn
I
r
1.
an
Ehif':
Samovar,
.
r ('
and an Electric

1

1

tr I
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OI'TIC,

'

-

gaged by a fciraer. It is conceded
Unit this was the salvation of many a

' OPTIC

1

L'ii

farmer So Oklahoma during last season's drought. The system, first beCUTAOLISHP.D 1879,
gun in Butler county, Kan., in 1895,
has transformed that county from one
of the poorest into one of the richest,
Published by
IT" t CPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
per capita, in the state. El Dorado,
the county seat, "has as much money
(Incorporated.)
in its banks as (Why other cities of
five t,imes the population. Yet In
VL IX FADGTTM..
Editor. 1894 the
county was in sore distress.
A collector of
bank paper
observed that the farmer who had put
in kaffir corn was in relatively much
better financial v condition than skis
at the postofflee at East neighbors who had not It was at his
suggestion that the clause was
a
E,as Vegas, New Mexico, for
in the notes. Farmers who
State
United
the
through
at
resented such "dictation",
the
time
m second class mat tor.
f
later thanked the men that, in trying
to, secure themselves, had brought
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
wealth1 to;Jhe 'borrowers.
--o
Daliyi by Carrier
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Agua, Prieta today that
Ozuna, former prefect of

'

Gregorip
Lower
California, with headquarters at
John Newbery, who so Ingeniously
advertised Mb children's story books, La Paz, had joined the rebel forces
used them in turn to advertise other with' 1,000 "men. Ozuna, the message
commodities in which he was inter- said, arrived with his men at Altrarta
ested. One of his "side lines" was aboard the steamer Benito Juarez.
the famous Dr. James' Powder, In
which Goldsmith placed such faith,
An American Missing
and allusions to that specific are plen
25. Arturo
Tex., March
Laredo,
of
tifully sprinkled through the pages
Vails, the American, has disappeared
"
the books. In "Goody
for instance, the heroine's father dies from Nuevo Laredo, where he was re
miserably because "seized with a ported to have been arrested by Mexfever in a place where Dr. James' ican, federals. The Nuevo Laredd au
Powder was not to be had."
thorities say they do not hold Vails,
but further questioning elicited the
WITH THOBEAK Or- - DAWN statement that one Alfonso Soils, detained for reasons' nofhiade public,
Birth of a New Day as Seen and De- had been eent td Monterey for trial.
scribed by One Who Had the
Believing that Soils' fs Tier son, Vails
Vision of the Poet
mother left here today for Monterey.
Vails drove to Ntfevo Laredo Mon-datimid
we
the
As
approach
,
proceeded,
where his horse and buggy
more
of kwlttsUfc bepame
perceptible,
He traced his property io
the! Intense, blue of the sky began to
soften, the smaller stars, like little a point near the federal fortifications,
children, went first to rest; the slater where he was arrested. He has not
beams of the Pleiades soon melted been seen since. American Consul
together, but the bright constellations Garrett at Nuevo Laredo Is investigat- of the weBt and north remained unlne-- .; )
ii!!B if
changed. Steadily the wondrous transof
on.
Hands
went
angels,
figuration
' Battle at Las Vacas
hidden, from mortal eyes shifted the
Eagle Pass, Tex., March 25. Sev
scenery of the heavens; the glories
are
of night dissolved Into the glories of eral hundred constitutionalists
the dawn. The blue sky now turned reported moving down the Rio Grande
more softly gray; the great watch toward Las
Vacas, opposite Del Rio,
stars shut up their holy eyes; the east
is expected between
battle
a
and
Tex.,
began to kindle. Faint streaks of
of troops and the federal
this
body
soon
the
blushed
sky;
along
purple
the celestial conclave was filled with garrison at Las Vacas.
the inflowing tides of the morning
light, which came pouring down from
COAL SUPPLY GOING
above in one great ocean of radiance,
25. Director
March
Washington,
till at length, as we reached the Blue
Otis' Smith of the geological
hills, a "flash of purple fire blazed out George
from above the horizon and turned the survey urged the house public lands
dewy teardrops of flower and leaf into committee today to report the adrubies and diamonds. In a few sec- ministration bill for a system of leasonds the everlasting gates of the
ing coal, phosphate and mineral lands
morning were thrown;, wide open and in the
public domain as a means of
the lord of day, arraj'ed In glories too
Dr.
t private , monopoly.
preventing
of
his
Bevere for th gaze
n:i "began
Smith estimate!'! that the present coal
state. Everett; i
supply would bo exhausted In 1,200
years.
The Falling Leaves,
JThere is no more thrilling, solemn
sight in all the range" of nature than
MRS. POTTER DEAD
the falling of leaves."5 In the beginChicago, March 25. Mrs. Frances
ning, a few at a time; they come driftSquire
carePottgr, for many years a leader
ing, circling downward, utterly
less and unobtrusive, yet deeply pur- among workers for women suffrage,
poseful. With a sigh they seek the died here today aged 47 years. She
warm, pungent earth fchich is to each will be hurled at her former home,
one of them the ultimate breast of
Elmlra, N. Y.
God.
Then more and mdf of them
come. By and by the dim, shining
temple is full of the soft stir of their
passing frail Shanes, crossing the motionless lines of the trees, floating
athwart the shadows, animating the
inner gloom. Their faint, sighing whisper Voices the silence of the forest
more poignantly than the hymns of
the hermit thrush. If the wind still
forgears, they fall slowly, freeing themselves of their own accord, knowing
the uttermost joy of
Multitudes fall together, however, going hand in hand to their cvnmon end. '
"Multitudes, mf Itijtudes In t'
fl
.Ion. Tauy know what tUaywa at,
and they take it together, deeply satis-flelThe Atlantic. book."
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The New

WatchChains
for the Belt
Waldermar
Chains
Sautoir

gains at the outset The turn in the
market was influenced by the spread
of liquidation in the industrial shares.
The professional traders were bearish and sold stocks confidently. Pressure was applied steadily to the Steel
stocks because of unfavorable reports of conditions in the steel trade.
,loor railroad reports tor February
and the reduction in dividends on
Pittsburgh, Chicago, Cincinnati and
St. Louis, had an adverse influence
on railroad stocks! " Pittsburgh; C. C.
and St. Louis lost 8, and Pennsylvania,
which controls that road, foil more
than a poinfT Corn Products Issues
met with support after their early
slump and the preferred ::recovered

Bondswere

3"&.

"

heavy.

''' "

Chains

Friendship
Bracelets
AT TAUPERT'S.

;

were disposed to press the selling
side. The market opened
to
off and rallied only in a half hearted
way. The close was steady at a net
to
decline of
Oats sagged with other grain. Trade
was scattering.
First sales of provisions were un
cent lower, and an adchanged to 2
ditional decline followed. The close
for the day was:
small.
Wheat, May 93; July 88.
The market closed heavy. Prices
Corn, May 69y8; July 69.
wavered and fell back again, followOats, May 39; July 40.
ing the dismal comments by trade paPork, May f21.40; July $21.47.
pers of conditions in the steel indusLard. Mav $10.75: July $10.92.
try. The last sales were:
76
Ribs, May $11.40; July $11.55.
Amalgamated Copper
103
Sugar

and
The slump 'inlPlttsburgn,'C'.
St. Louis reached 13 points,' and the
eastern trunk lines and coalers were
unloaded freely after noon. The liquidation of speculative accounts' and
broad professional selling carried
'
down the whole list sharply.'
Prices stopped falling when Pitts
burg, C. C. and St Louis rallied five
Recoveries otherwise were
points.
C.

'

Atchison

Kansas City, March 25. Hogs, reMarket strong. Bulk
ceipts 7,500.
8.558.75; heavy $8.708.80; packers and butchers $8.608.75; lights

$8.508.70;

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, March 25. Wheat eased
off today, influenced by cables being

.

indifferent and by more favorable
weather northwest. Opening prices
varied from the same as last night to
6
14 cent lower and a slight further $6.5010.
re10 to
7,000.
Market
the
market
then
but
Sheep,
receipts
dip ensued,
acted. The close was steady at the 15 cents higher. Lambs $7.107.85;
off.
same as last night to
yearlings $6.257; wethers $5.75
In corn, the majority of traders 6.25; ewes $5.506.
"f

;,

d.

,
In the .Arabian story it is a
ring placed upon, a, finger that causes
slumber.

Origin of the Word Alcohol.
In the second century B. C, the
Egyptians had an eye B!ve containIn
which,
ing antimony sulphide,
Arabic, was called "kol," or wua the
article "al kol." Origin a'" y the word
" ni
denoted any remedy for ti s e J
specifically a liquid collyr'nm. onme
from burnt iucenae asd L - -- t v' " "d
shells. Later any fine jot W v 13
..
called "al kol," and by ex"
fine or subtle substano, v'
"
"
powder form or not
u &
ness and volatility of v "io i T i
'
its "spirit," the lat' r
termed "al kol," or a'.c.hol
li h
J to
nincance of the word h s
the present time, In the e
-

'''

5

"alcohollsatus," used
fine powder. The
Era.

fos
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for Every Woman

Ht--

death), under the head It restores to

$7.508.

pigs

Market
,7,500.
receipts
steady. Prime fed steers $8,709.25;
dressed beef steers $7.508.50; western steers $7.258.50; southern
steers $6.508; cows $4.407.50;
heifers $6.758.75; stockers and feeders $6.758; "bulls $67.80; calves
Cattle,

Suits, Coats and Gowns

life or waking.
Sometimes there are
two wands, silver and gold respective-- ,
ly. In Scandinavian versions a sleep-thor- n
takes the placB of the wand. In
Ireland this appears as-pin, and
very1 possibly the Sleep pt the heroine of Grimm's "Briar Rose," when the
spindle pricks her, Is connected with

LIVE STOCK

CITY

KANSAS

97

.

165
Reading
95
Southern Pacific
Union Paoiflc
........159
64
United Slates Steel
United States Steel, pfd.. .4. . . .110

High Grade
Suits, Coats and Dresses

i Wand That Puts to Sleep.
The story of the Sleeping Beauty,
particularly its eastern versions, has
been traced conjaiturally, to hypnotic
practices. A wand or rod often appears In the eastern tales; placed under the feet of the woman or man It
kills or sends to sleep (primitive folk
scarcely distinguish between sleep and

V

Pins

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, March 28. Stocks sagged slowlyftoday after making slight

',,

-

:

Jewelry

to give the Interstate commerce commission examiners access to all files
and records of the Louisville & Nash-Till- e
Railway company, today was re
fused by Judge Walter Evans in federal court

St Paul's churchyard, they paying for officials, at
2d each
the binding, which la only
'

Up-to-Da- te

MANDAMUS IS REFUSED
Louisville, Ky., March 25. Mandamus asked by the federal government

.

n

Globe-Demo--

,

-

..

Tb

REBELS REPULSED

;

--

IS "CANNED"

Washington, March 25. The bill to
restore Captain Templin M. Potts to
the active list of the navy and promote him to be a rear admiral ws
killed today toy the senate naval affairs committee. Captain Potts was
"plucked" on the eve of promotion,
and several naval officers of note tes
tified that his case was an exceptional
one. Tle committee decided the bill
set a troublesome precedent.

The advertising of children's books
does not seem., to have advanced In
ingenuity since the time of old John
Newbery. Here la a specimen of his
art, from the. London Morning Chron
icle In December, 17S:' '"This day
(Continued from Page pne)
(Continued, From Page One.)
was published 'Nurse Truelove's New
Yeari Gift or the Book of Books for
that an officer of the British army was Children:, adorned .with outs,, and de- fluctuating constitutionalist currency.
compelled to - obey- orders,: to shoot signed as a present for every little -- Americans of this city, accustomed
man to.
"only in: case the order was a reason- boy who would, become a great
bufying In Agua Prieta, were, notiand; ride upon & fine horse,' and to fied today that
able one under the circumstances."
they could not take
a
become
General Paget telegraphed to the every little girt- who would In a lord their purchases across the line.
woman and ride
war office on March 20 that all the great
More Rebel Recruits
mayor's gilt coach. Printed for the
staofficers of the Fifth Irish lancers
General
Alvaro Obregon, commandbooks
who
these
has
ordered
author,
tioned in Dublin had (resigned with to be given gratis to all little boys ing constitutionalist troops !a Sinaloa
the exception of two. He . said he and girls at the Bible and Sun in and Sonora,. advised constitutionalist

'

f

POTTS

TRICK OF ADVERTISING

Book Publisher of the Year 1767
Would Have Had Little to Learn
From Hie Brothers of Today.

feared that the same conditions prevailed among the officers of the Sixteenth Queen's lancers stationed at
-- I .15
Cr Copy
f,-the Curraugh.. That evening General
Week .
J5
.65
Paget telegraphed to the war office
Paa Konih
CURRENT MAGAZINES
7.50
that
the brigadier general and 57 ofTear
&
en
ficers
of the Third cavalry brigade at
Mail
Daily,
4"
by
f
f
f
fco
f
f
5.00
the
J
Ba
Carraugh
"prefer to accept dis
year (in advance)
The Hunting Down of Vasquez
1!d
are ordered to the
if
8.00
missal
C"x Heaths (In advance)
Tur-pithey
was
Dick
Tiburcio Vasquez
,the
tai
7.50
(in arrears)
of California the most cunning, north."
eti Cue
S.7S
The war office replied to General
CLx J&aEths (In arrears)
daring and heartless bandit that ever
tat
harassed the vest. For years he Paget:
"You are authorized to suspend
or
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
roved hither and thltber about the
from duty any senior officers who
countless
GROWER
be
countryside, committing
have tendered their resignations, or
-- 12.00
fa ESae Tear
griiijas, and bo well protected by a
in any other manner have disputed
1.00
1
resour
own
.
on mx Months
system of spies and his
your
authority. The resignations of
wh
ces that the officers of the law were
should beirefused."
officers
all
tf.V
checkmated at every turn.
(Cash In Advance for Mall
The war office alsoj.sttidithat other
about
in
wa.s
I
jttsV carelessly riding
to relieve
Subscriptions)
j
fly
health officers were being- sent
ga
esfil by check, draft or money for pleasure and Jiealth-TChiecomGeneral
HubertjGough,
Brigadier
well
tai
and Mr.;. Fred A: ;Lmas, a
If eenl otherwise we will not
mander
the
Third
of
r
brigade,
cavalry
known; citizen of, San Francisco, had and the
to raepoaslble for loss.
.commanding officers of the
on
froe
application kindy consented to accompanyume.
Cpeeimen copies
Fifth
Sixteenth lancers,' who
and;
Fe
We had lazily cantered .dow.n the w.ere
to proceed to London.
ordered
cot
whole length of the glorloua ifsult-ladBrigadier General Gough, in report
1r SIX PAPER DISCONTINUED AT en valley of Santa Clara from San
EXPIRATION OF TIME
ing the feeling of his brigade as the
a
Jose to Carnadero. Then we continu result of a communication from the
PAID FOR
i) a
ed our delightful itinerary to San Be war
office, conveyed to him verbally
tm
nito and Tres Pinos, from which point
by General Paget said:
ers
Advertisers are guaranteed the we wriggled througn the mountains
"The officers of my brigade are
wa
&2JSt dally and weekly circulation toward the west, crossed the Salinas, unanimous in the opinion that fur
To. trf
any newspaper in northern New and In due course found ourselves ther information is essential before
a GfexiCO.
!..)'.:'
drawing near Monterey and in the they should be called on at such short
let
vicinity of the hacienda of Los Felix. notice to take decisions so vitally
At night we tethered our horses.
affecting their whole future and es
TELEPHONES
cooked our supper over a fire of
pecially that a clear definition should
....Main 2
LA business Office .
and lay down lor a quiet pipe be aiven of the terms, duty as or
.
I
.Main
Newi
let!
Department
before rolling in our Heavy blankets dered and 'active operations' in Ul'B1
for the night is somewhat chilly in ster,
i
of
that district to Beek oblivion until
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25, 1914.
"It such duty consists of the main
the dawn.
tenance of order and preservation of
11
"Ever been in thlc place before?" I property, all the officers, including
i.Ji
Nearly everybody who cared to con happened to ask my friend, "Have
tribute his ideas to the public regard I?" he answered, smiling. "More than myself, are prepared to carry out that
duty. If, however, the duty involves
ig the Law and Order League hav once. This wild little spot, Los Felix, the Initiation of active military opThe
Optic declares was the
ing been heard.
birthplace of VasqueK,, the
57 officers
the argument closed so far as this Californlan bandslT'When I boiled with erations against Ulster,
would respeerfully and under protest,
SC t aper is concerned. The Optic gave desire to capture' bot notorious ou'
"
1
prefer to resign."
averybody a fair chance to express tlawthe Dick Turptn of California
After an interview with Colonel
himself, and cannot be charged with this
neighborhood heard the fall of Seeley Brigadier General Gough wrote
elng partisan to either side. Bellev- my footsteps a good few times, I as- t the war office:
Idst, as was stated before, that the sure
you. What a fiend he was the
"One of the first questions asked
for subject has had ample publicity. The greatest desperado that ever infested by our officers will be: 'In th event
suf Optic declines to be the medium for
smiling California. Soto Moreno and of the present home rule bill becomon any more arguments,
Senati were base enough in all
ing law, can we be called on to eno
tla
but Tiburcio Vasquez stands force it on Ulster under the expresof
liAXKEKS BOOM FARMING- out as the basest, the "hardiest and sion of maintaining law and order?'
tb.
the subtlest of them all. He was not This point should be made quite clear.
pa
a
romantic figure, except in the eyes Otherwise there will be renewed mis
A few years ago such a dispatch as
ba
of the Mexicans, who still regard his conceptions."
was
sent
out
from Spring
W' that which
In reply Brigadier General Gough
memory with pride."
oi field about the Ozark Bankers' asso
I had, of course, heard of Vasquez, received a letter, initialed by Colonel
Pi ciation and its work in promoting
d
Californian bandit, but Seeley, as secretary for war, and by
the
agriculture, horticulture, marketing,
knew no particulars. Mr. Lomas, be- Held marshal Sir John French, au
dairying and the live stfck industry
Win to inform the officers:
"would have been read with amaze fore entering commercial life in the thorizing
council is satisfied that
of the Golden Gate, bad follow
"The
army
City
ment, says the St. Louis
incident which has arisen In rethe
other
and
nomadio
ed,
among
pursuits
crat There are now over a hundred
of Califor- gard to" their resignations was due
. 2emonstration farms in southwest Mia- - callings in the early days
0
of to a misunderstanding."
nia
the
occupations
v souri. The bankers plan meetings of
The letter continued that it Is the
ranchman and stage-drivetrapper,
F ;Acskers and farmers at these farms.
He. also had been a ranger, and was duty of soldiers to obey the comT "Experts will be brought to discuss vl-therefore quite competent tcleak of mands for the protection of life and
tai problems. The railways will have the California
bandirtl of his day. ' property iifeiipport of the civil power
experts present before the shipping
Will you tell me something about In the event of disturbances, and the
season to show the best methods of
I asked.
army council is glad that there never
The whole Vasquez?"
packing for shipment
answered Lomas. has been and never will Jje any ques"Why,
certainly,"
I problem of marketing will be gone I can tell' you lots my blood bolls tion of disobeying such orders.
Into In a practical way. The estabIt continued; ,
when I think of him and his deeds.
lishing of cheese factories will bo en- - But if you like, I will confine myself
"The government must retain Us
creameries to
couraged and
my own personal connection with right to use all the forces of the
will be aided. The bankers will also
S. Richardson in the April crown In Ireland, or elsewhere, to
Iirovida for prompt answers to Inquir- - bj!"rrCarl
maintain order and support the civil
Wjcje World Magazine.
Ses from prospective immigrants.
power in the ordinary execution of
One Of the most striking phases of
1
their" duty, but lthas no intention
PROPERTY IS SOLD
. current progress is tne
of taking advantage of this
whatever
25.
In the federal
Santa Fe, March
f the bankers and business men with court
In order to crush political oppo
right
of
case
in
the
bankruptcy
today
old anti- Tuttle & John and
the termors. Instead
Rogers & John of sition to the policy or the principles.
demawas
pathy, which
encouraged by
was
entered direct- orthe home rule bill."
order
EstanciaJ,.sa
' goguz-n- , there Is now a spirit of mutual ing the safe rnaSe
.the, trustees of
ly
. Tespct and a; realization of mutual
WEAVER WILL JUMP '
;
The
the property t bo .approved.
Santa 'Rosa, Califs March 25. Beinterest The bankers of the south-ves- t sale yielded fr.tT.from the personal
j
have taken the lead In this char property and $250' from' the real' es fore leaving, here today for Oakland
acter1 cf work." Not only do they send tate. Argument was also heard on Joe Weaver, shortstop of the Chicago
circular letters to all their customers, the certificate of review of Referee White Sox, told friends that he had
reviewing conditions as ascertained E. A. Johnston on the preferred claim definitely decided to sign with the
.
Federal league unless the White Sox
from many sources, but they work in- of J. M. Tjittle.
management mot his terms.' He did
eesFMl'y to improVe' conditions as to
ci&orl
1f CTOP3
Tnfn.Hrm
.r ,'
not say what his terms were or what
GABLE IN CAPITAL
of
M.r lho ctofk. In
i 1 lr '
v. ( H 21 -- I'ormer Game offers the Federals had made him.
P,'iita 1
i
y c r , 3 1 1 ers off r prl2a Warrifri Tl om.u F G ih'e la in Santa He added that Jimmy (Death Valley)
t
t 1
r ! 1 1 y 1j' is Fe. for several days visiting hla daugh Scott, one of the White Sox pitchers,
t l i
1
1
ri h
'
in ' ) t' , y ter, Mrs. A. J. Fischer. John Ham also had a federal contract under con'
s
1 'n ra
r'
y mond Pert)-of New York arrived to sideration and had come to the same
" ''j
'
fT
' e y i tl"- - r;av to visit Adintint General Harry conclusion. ,
o to ro on a pleas-- i
r I
ii I
CRAWFORD IS BEATEN
n i ty former Game
o tn, aci h
Sioux City, la., March 25. A Huron,
I
n 1 i
, i
t.'ro
S. I)., dispatch to the Journal says:
"Senator Coe I. Crawford concedes
nomination of "Congressman
i 2fi. Tito depart-- the
i
rt f i niuii ii li,"cii. , J today Charles H. Burke, his opponent, for
Crawford was a
f Ko , the hf r.t dauh-- ; senator by 2,000.
f t"f (I
i rlnt i tl'r t
F.itur-- candidate on the majority republican
f,r cf C.
r i r .11 'v. Pi .th ticket and Burke on the minority
ticket."
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Amorigi the hundreds of styles here foqth
simple aji ilaborate, it is an easy matter for
every woman to find just the suit and gown for
her particular needs. Every model carefully plan-- v
ned as the highest possible value at its own price.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

PERSONALS
Matt Gerk of Cherryvale rs a business visitor in Las Vegas today. .
Dr. ip. H. Crail left this afternoon
for Ribfctu on a short business visit.
C EiiBtout of Mora came in last
night for a. short business visit in Las
'

Lessons in drawing and painting
prepartory to outdoor summer sketching. Children's class Saturday mornings from 9 to 11 o'clock, 50c. Private pupils toy appointment. Mrs.
Florence Chenete, Hotel Romalne.
'

THREATENS

FIRE

311

VEST

Adv.

J. P. Seder of Albuquerque came
in yesterday evening from his home
at the Duke City for a short busi
ness visit in Las Vegas. Mr. Seder
is a well known resident of Albuquer

'.- '-.
Vegas..
J. E. Stephens of Raton arrived In que and is connected with the
the city' last night for a brief busi- loon league."

STIES
(Continued From Page One.)

Anti-S- a

'

"

ness visit
J. R. Hill came in last nlsM from
his home at Watrous for a short business visit.
W. W, Lyman,
W. F. Pratt, all

A. R. Muesse

and
were

of Watrous,
business visitors here today.
Saur Harris, a' well known commercial man, camtla this afternoon from
Philadelphia for a ibrief business visit.
P. M. Roberts of Portland, Ore., is
in this city and probably Will remain
here for some time as & visitor.
W. C. Harper and J. J. Mooney of
Grand Rapids, Mich., arrived In the
city last night for a several weeks'
stay.
M. A. Van Houten of Shoemaker
left last night for Chicago, where he
will be on "business for, the next few
weeks.
Adolph, Alvarez of Santa Pa came
in last night and will remain in Las

Vet .s
visitor.

for several days

m

a business

Mrs.H. Quigley left yesterday afternoon for Albuquerque, where Bhe
will visit relatives for the next several

days.
P. B. Garrison of

Louis arrived
in Las Vegas last night and will be
a business visitor here fox the next

St

several days.
W. P. Matchette came in yesterday
evening from Chicago for a short business visit in Las Vegas. He is connected with the Santa Fe Railway
company.
J. E. Long, salesman for the Las
Vegas Automobile Sales, company, returned yesterday from" Albuquerque,
where he has been on a' short business visit.'
D. L. Batchelor, local agent for the
Santa Fe Railway company, returned
yesterday afternoon from Clovis, N.
M., where he has been visiting relatives for a short time.
An automobile party consisting of
Mrs. B. C. Robinson, Miss Gladys
Mandell and R. O. PIttman of Albuquerque came in this morning from
Albuquerque and will be visitors here
for a short time.

4i

in value, consequently the loss was
small. It Is said that the building in
df bo
the rear of the Bridge Bar that was
PSFSIDEfiT
destroyed contained a number of slot
machines and other gambling devices
were stored when the
IS A BULLDOZER which law
became effective. If this
was the case, the loss was small, as
worthless
SENATOR JONES SAYS HE SHOULD fixtures of this kind ,are
'statthe
under
state
present
In
PR1NCE-.TOthis
BE RELEGATED TO
loss
the
Bridge
at'
entire
utes.
The
SHADES
'
','
Bar was about $200'.'
material
hardware
of
the
loss
The
Andrew
25
"If
Washington,' March
and the warehouse that, contained it
Carnegie,, who continually asserts the
covered by insurance. Damage
was
citicause of Great Britain, were the
amounted to $600.
done
be
would
"other
he
nation
zen of any
E. Romero Hose and Fire comSenThe
declared
with
treason,"
charged
deserves
praise for its work.
course
the
pany
ator Chamherlain today in
themselves to be
showed
men
of the Panama tolls debate. "He has These
fire
in
fighting and
millions
professionals
never hesitated to spend his
until the flames
worked
faithfully
a
inculcate
to
recipro
in endeavoring
their ef
cal feeline for Great Britain In tne Were extinguished. Through
new
that Is
the
work
building
ficient
United
the
aninds of the people of
on
the
ii.'. Ii. .. ..
Ilfeld,
toeing built by Ludwig
fifties.' nJj;..... ...
was
the
Bar,
Bridge
lots
Mr.
on
adjoining
,,:!kr. .Chamberlain's, attacb
to an saved. The firemen placed a heavy
Carnegie .came as, the. climax
the two
j
...LUl. stream of water' between
hour of hot, argument, aunng
and
arrived
soon
as
asjthey
buildings
a
!(
repeal
Senator, who also opposed
the
of
the
spreading
of the tolls 'exemption, had read, un- thus prevented
fire
the
II
that
in
direction,
flames
letters attacking
flr nmtest. several
allowed to spread, several
the contention bit' president' Wilson. had been,
would have gone
The debate was cut off when the sub big busings houses
side
firemen, though,
The
East
up.
under.
to
tomorrow,
ject wenti over
handicapped by the accident on Main
.
parliamentary, jmuucuujo.
the breaking of
Senator Jones had read a letter from street and later by
Eleventh and Na
at
water
the
plug
20
No.
Highland
of
Larkin
William B.
work.
assailing Presient tional, did excellent
street, Boston,
the hour was
that
fact
the
to
Due
and
saying:
Wilson's contention
"The president should be recalled early when the fire started, thousands
and
to the classic shades of Princeton in- of residents of both Las Vegas
the
Bridge
attended
continue
East
Las
to
Vegas
of
stead
being permitted
flocked
to bulldoze accredited representatives street fire. Crowds of people
Freon
sides.
all
around
'building
the
in
congress."
of the American people
fireas
the
heard
were
quently shouts
flames.
the
In
men
succeeded
subduing
Connie Mack's Philadelphia chamThe fire at the State Hospital for the
pions are playing in tiptop form this
Insane was caused by spontaneous
early in the season and other Ameriin one of the wings;of the
combustion
to
can league managers are beginning
blaza.was soon, subdued
The
Mack-mebuilding.
The
notice.
sit up and take
of
the equipment at the
use
the
by
are a hard outfit to beat.
institution. Perfect discipline was
maintained among the patients.
"Rube" Marquard has been doing
What iHappened to Smith
some fine flinging for the Giants on
The accident which caused the de
the spring trip.
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lay for the East side department was
humorous and yet serious. The big
fire team belonging to this department had attained a good speed and
upon hitting the high crossing at Sev
enth street the wagon bounced sev.
eral feet in the air throwlrig- - one of
the fire ladders from the wagon1. In
its flying course from the wagon, the
ladder caught Ai?sutant Chief Richard
W. Smith and Fireman Eugene. Thorn-hill- ,
throwing thenrto the ground fop-- ,
eibly. Smith fan! 'Thornton- landed "on
their' heads' toixect up1 In 'the--' ladder.
Smith suffered" a severe 'culf on 'the
hekd; and numerous other bruises,
while ThornhiU was similarly Injured.'
The hose, wagon advanced halfj a .block
before "the "firemen discovered that
they had lost: two of their nonrber. .
; Ctadfo's Nanrov
Escape""PeterCiiidick & taiW bad a nar
row escape as tha result, of the second
Ciddio was" driving his
fire alarm.
oid white horse from the Insane asylum jfollowing the sounding of the .big
siren whistle. He turned out to a
avoid a street car and was struck by
Leo Regensberg's automobile, Regens-ber- g
not having seen diddle who was
hidden"
view behind the street
car. The C'ddio buggy was upset and
car
demolished, while Regensberg's
suffered the loss of a lamp, windshield
and tire irid the battering of one tf
the front wheels. Neither ttegeftsberg
"
or Oiddio was hurt. .,,1,1 1"

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar,. I might have spent it in a minute, but I did cot.
The dollar la my yesterday.. I may spend It and start tomorrow "bankrupt. I may save it and tomorrow not work at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay' for the service of another who may do tha'
work hetter than myself." A dollar is really a part of a, man's life and as he guards his health to take
cars of the future, so should he guard his dollars tp, 'secure the- full service of the past
"

.

Cabled JBurned.

ITwo,

....

The fire buniei W Moantaftf Slatas
Telephone and Telegraph company f
cable in ihe rear if,.the Bridgj Har
with the result that conversation with
people on the West side was Impossible today., The cable Is --being
as possible? UWMhe;
"

'

W

I

is?

VW1

.one.

several

VttmWfl
hundred

tele-

jacket carries
. ...
phone wires. .,
There is a superstition among numerous Las Vegans, that one fire never
occurs without being followed by two
more; A number of people have watched tliis and It has proved to he correct quite often. The two fires last
night and the one that occurred last
Saturday night make the necessary
three for this time, and It Is the forecast that another blaze will not occur
for some time.
.'.
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TODAY IN CONGRESS

Washington,
Met

at

March

noon.

...

Senate:

25.

.

Naval affairs committee decided not
to report the bill to restore Captain
Templin M. Potts to the active list
of the navy.
Ambassador Page's London speech,
with ' Its reference to the Panama
canal and the Monroe doctrine, was received from Secretary Bryan without
comment.
House: Met at noon.
Debate was resumed on the rivers
and harbors bill.
The legislative' ways' were cleared
for actual launching
the Panama
tolls exemption i repeal fight, which
is expected tomorrows
J. F. Murray of San Francisco asked the postoffice committee to report
jjiej Hughes bill authorizing investment of postal savings funds In district school bonds.
A senate bill for a postal rate of
half a' cent a pound on seeds, hulbs
and cuttings was favorably reported.

BANK ea.TR.UST CO.

made today by United States' District
Attorney Marshall.
Mr. Marshall made this statement
after a conference with counsel for
the Metropolitan and counsel for the
four big tobocco companies, which
were formerly factors in the tobacco
trust The conference had been called to consider charges made by independent dealers that tne four big companies violated the decree dissolving
the trust by favoring the Metropolitan
as a jobber. Mr. Marshall gave the
concern until Monday to make plans
to remedy the situation.

BASEBALL'
-

tt

himself this season. But. even with
so many backstops, the Phila cannot
afford to ,osa Killlfer, to the Feds.
With Konetchy at lira.,, Vlox at second, Wagner at short and Mowrey at
third, the Pittsburg Pirates will begin the season with what looks to 'bo
the strongest infield In the National
league.
Infielder Joe Judge, who is showing
such speed with the Boston Red Sox.
Is only 20 years old. He jumped
from the amateur ranka to the big:
show in one leap.
The Chinese ball players who recently landed in Saa Francisco have
mapjed out a seven months' tour, la
the j course "of which they will play
In all parts of the United State
and wind np with a few games la
Cuba.

NOTES.

Pitcher Nap Rucker, the Brooklyn
star, attributes his fine early-seaso-n
condition to handball, which he played
regularly all'; winter. . v
First Baseman Williams, of the
Yanks, received a gold watch from
his friends in Galveston, which is his
home town, when the Yankees played
there recently.
At pitcher named Cotton, hailing
from Iowa, paid his own expenses to
the Senators' camp to be given a try-oby Manager Griffith.
Outfielder Chappell 'has proved to
be, the heaviest hitter among the
MTiite Sox in the games on the Pacific
coast,
Newark is to have continuous baseball, now that the Long Branch team
of the New York and New Jersey
leaguo has been transferred then
for
"Molly" Mollwitz, understudy
Vic Saier, Is showing considerable big
league stuff at first base for the Chicago Cubs.
Manager Charley Dooin of the Phillies will carry four catchers besides

THE METROPOLITAN
COMPANY A VIOLATOR

FOR

MUST LOOK

ANTI-TRUS-

Steu-benvill- e

"

WITH THE BOXERS

"

ut

The absence of Johnny Bates from
STATUTE
the Cincinnati lineup may cripple the
Reds. John is kept at home In
New York, March 25. The Metroby the serious illness of his politan Tobacco company is a jobbing
wife. It probably will be several monopoly in violation of the Sherman
weeks before he will be able to re- anti-trulaw and must mend its ways
at once, according to announcement
join his team.

-

v",

WANTED Clean cotton
office

Optic

"

says: "About three yars ar;o my
back and klSaeyft werq giving me
trouble. Nothing helped me until I
got Doan's Kidney Pilla. They took
away the pains In my back, and
put me in good shape again. Those
who follow railroading are often
subject to kidney ailments! .the
jolting of the train is bad,' and one
doing this work needs'-- "a strong
back. I am glad that I know of
"Doan's Kidney Pills, 3 they can
be depended upon."

"c-.ts-

i

s.rrs, t.c a

tox, or r.ssi.fd

E. LAS VEGAS CASES SELF--

;

CRAND AVENUE

JL" A.' Seeiinger, ;307 Grand Ave.,
East Lf.s Vegas, says: "A short
use cf Doan's Kidney Pills proved
their worth in my ao. I can. recommend them
l'ing a. reliable
remedy for backache or any other
troubles that are caused by disordered kidneys. I base my high opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills on perSeveral years
sonal experience.
ago I gave Doan's Kidney Pills my
endorsement, telling how they had
relieved me of pain and lameness
over my kidneys, as well as toning
lip. these organs,- I will always be
thankful for the benefit I have had
ni-- 1
will recomowad Doan's Kidney
Psii.3 at every opportunity."
a--
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RAILROAD AVENUE

NATIONAL
-

Mrs. L. J, Meyer,' 225 Railroad
Ave., East Las Vegas, says "About
four years ago I suffered, a 'great
deal. My back ached and pained
terribly and was so" lame" that it

was hard for me to bend over to
that brought a strain
My kidneys dMn't
act rljrht and my whole system
was affected. Others In our home
had been greatly benefited by
Doan's Kidney Pills and I be"an
using them. Thsy gave me relief
n hi away. I was swu irttie.il aim
I have never had uny trouble from
my 4uick or kidneys tinea I place
Cit;.,t faith Sa Ihrtsu's Kiiiasy I'iiss."
do any work
on my loins.

tu.t

tsn.a.id, n,

i.
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AVENUE

A.' Underwood, 806 National Ave.,

East Las Vegas, says: "Doan's
.Kidney,. Pi lis which I pot at th
Center Biock Pharmacy, brought
me relief from backache Etui
trouble. " Since then, I ihava
used them off and on, whenever I
"
have needed a iidnny medicine
thpy have done good work, i?
kf jlneys aren't acting just rlf'iL or
on
roy back is achinsf, I can
) i
il!s to Cilva a.,y
these aiHntMits, I have
Loan's Kidney VHU to a great
many people and all Lave even
with them. VV'hi I t'-cold, it seems to srio no my
caiu;ii'r a slight B'Avt or
At m- a f.- -v
.
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y
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The Australian game has been
soft for Ed McGoorty that Jimmy
Clabby has decided to try his luck
In the Antipodes.
Jimmy sails for
"down yonder" early next month.
Seems to be a hitch somewhere in
the proposed bout between Champion
Willie Ritchie and Jimmy Duffy of
Lockport. Ritchie claims to know nothing about the match.

kidneys; if these signs exist, decide that ihekidnevs eec;!
attention, ere: the'"; trouble" turns to dravcl, dronsv of
Bright's disease.
Read this home testimony and then give Dcr.rs
Kidney fills a trial.

a

4

Promoter Tom O'Rourke o! New
York has signed Ad Wolgast for three
bouts at his club.
Dick Nelson, the Dane, came to Ufa
in London the other night and knocked out Jack Goldswaln in 12 rounds.

Backache is often the first sign of some form o
kidney disease that has been xohnn c:i for mcull
loom tor the other signs; lame back, sharp pains v,v.
stooping or lifting, dizzy spells, Rervonssccs or cki-s- id

H. C. Leahy, locomr'Ivo fireman,
Railroad Ave,, Ei.ot Las Vesas,

us-e- d

d all dl1, 4 ar.J

n
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"I have
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on
when'" if have needed them and so
has another of our family. Doan's
Kidney Pills were recommended to
us by a doctor while we were in
Harriaburg, Pa., visiting. Having
twice before publicly recommended
Doan's Kidney Pills, I am again
glad to acknowledge their worth.
We have found them to be a strictly reliable remedy for relieving
backache and other troubles, caused by disordered kidneys."
Vegas, says:

c

.

iT?"

We pay 2 per cent on Checking Account," 4 per cent gn Savings Accounts,

BIG TOBACCO JOBBER

RAILROAD AVENUE

Mrs. S. North,' 905 Tildea Ave.,

East Las

ntt-i-

; :

4

T1LDEN AVENUE

"

..

.

-

y
E. LAS VEGAS PEOPLE TESTIFY r.:.:K.:

Fritz gena, ,;1205 Twelfth St,
East Las Vegas, says: "I had backache constantly for several weeks.
In the morning when I got up,;t
suffered terribly from pains over
my kidneys. Exercise brought some
relief but didn't rid me or the
The kidney secretions
trouble.
bothered me, too. Hearing so much
said in praise of Doan's Kidney
Pills, I got a box. After I had taken a few doses, I could see a
change for the better. It didn't require more than one box to make
a cure. I have been free from kidney trouble ever since."

"

-

s

i

-

i

WHAT 13 IT?

j

Chilly, damp, changing weather is hard on the kidneys.
Even more irritating are colds, grip, pneumonia, tonsilitis,
quinsy and other infections. The kidneys get congested
and inflamed and this causes backache and disordered
kidney action. Though serious in its latter stages, kidney
disease is not hard to conquer if a good kidney remedy
is used when the first signs 3ot kidney trouble are
noticed.
The best recommended kidney remedy in the world is
Doan's Kidney PillsrYou hear it everywhere. Get a box.

TWELFTH STREET

A. DOLLAR.
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each month. Visiting dia!ly welcome. J. c. Werta. Frea
brothers cordially In dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. A
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
Petten, Secretary.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tnee
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day evenings each month at Woo
4KNIGHT3 TEMPLAR Reg- - men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
Jk liar conclave
4 Tnea- - ly invited to attend. C. N. Dbugla4
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
corder.

ADVER-

m

Jk

No.

nrrg

I. O. O. P. LAS VFr-A4. Meets every

10....

Monday evenln? at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting No. 1....
brethren cordially Invited to attend. No. 3....
J. Friedenstlne. N. G A. T.
No. 7....
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
No. I....
Karl
Secretary;
wenz. Treasurer: C V. TteAepno
WANTED
Experienced salesladies, Cemetery Trustee.
Apply The Golden Rule Store, Veed-e- r
Block.
B. P. O. ELKS Meet
second and
fourth Tuesday evenlnr of each
month Elka' home on Ninth street and
&la
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
This
FOR SALE Household furniture. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Mrs. Vasse, 1109 Douglas avenue.
secretary.

OPTIC'S NUMIER, MAIN I.

Mrs. Bronson I can't understand
how the Browns are able to own an FOR SALE Bourboon
automobile.
eggs, 30 cents each;
Mr. Bronson--Th- ey
arent, but he's
home kind. Phone
so hard up at present that he can less
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
afford not to own one.
TOUGH

Red Turkey KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURthe stay at ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
Purple 5623. W. O. W. hall, Sixth street on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R Ladies
always welcome. O. L. Fiers-maC. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, $1
President; A. D. Tillman, FInan
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R. cier; Mrs. A V.
Morrow, Local Deputy,
I. strong
cockerels. C. 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
W, Wesner.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR SALE Five passenger touring1
car, also my black driving mare, L. O. O.
MOOSE Meets second anfi
Ben Coles.
buggy and harness.
fourth Thursday evening eacb
month at W. O. W. hall. Visitln?
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary

ONE

Furnished house. Phone

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER

tough, ain't you

A HUNKER
ieorge A, Hunker. Chester A. Hankei
Attorneys-at-La-

say, kid, I'm so tough dat
dere's times I'm skeered of meself!"
"Why,

VERY

as Vegas,

New Mexl

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

LIKELY

.

m

Depart
1:35 p.

6:40 a.

z&

n

4:30 . m.
7:00 y. m

elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i- f you use

It '

Wl

u

giving you

a present for doing something

do

you 'd,

ny

way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

J. E. ROSENWALO LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every flrat Tues

day of the month In the vestry roomi
uf Temple Montefiore at S o'clock
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms
m. Visiting brothera are cordially In
with board If desired. 710 Grand.
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Greenclay, Secretary.

Jimmy?"

2:00

West Bound
Arrive
1:10 p. m
6:35 a. m..,..
4:20 p. m.....
6:35 p. m.....

EMPRESS
FLOUR

For ilsnt

FOR RENT
Main 230.

in.;...

1:35 p.

For YOU I

For

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart.
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Vlsitlni
Montague,
membera are especially welcooe and

SILVER
FRENCH.

Dentist
REY (STER
cordially invited. ,
Dental work of any description at
LING) FINisH
moderate prices
OF COLUMBUS, COUNRoom 1, Center Block. Office Phone KNIGHTS
EMPRESS1
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413.
can be ob
purth Thursday in O. R, C. hall.
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
Pioneer building. Visiting members
tained in this city from
MONUMENT CO are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
-E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
par 1M tea.
2,000 Iba., or Mora, Each Dal vary ......-.W- a
Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
1,000 Iba., to 2,000 Iba., Each Dallvary .M.........25o par 181 Ik.
35o par 1ii IHa.
200 lb., to 1,003 Iba, Each Dalivary
MRS. OLLlE SHEARER
par 1M It
60 Iba, $o 209 Iba., Each Dalivary ..w....-4- o
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
o par 1W Ik
Each
69
Dalivary
than
Lata
Iba,
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
cure, Chiropody.
EI
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Harvesters, Btorera, aad Dlatrlbutora f Natiral lea, tta Tvfss K3
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
f VTiik Eare Mad 1m Vejaa Famsn
The Loyer Now! doggone It! If I
UuitiHs QuaJilt
OFFICE 781 DOUGLAS AVENUE
try to make up with her she'll think
I'm a mercenary wretch after her
MICHIGAN WHIST CONGRESS
candy.
Detroit, Mbk., Marca 25. ih annual meeting and tournament of the
SOCIETY STRONG ON BRIDGE Michigan Wh; a association bega l in
this city today with devotees of the ! r
23
game In attendance from many parts
If CSS I
of the state. The gathering will continue three days.
JONES-BOWER-

ALL" GROCERS

S

RETAIL PRICES

..w.

0

AG DA PUR AC

Jfy

Bust

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County,

J

bs.

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of tne firm of F. 3.
Cheney & Co., doing business In the
City of Toledo, county and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for eaoh and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of

J

,

HALL'S CATARRH

,11
The Manager (reading wp MSB.)
So you call this a society draiua?
Playwright Sure.

The

Manager Society

PA NY

ANT Ad

1

!
fI
11

-

(.

To
110

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERunnn
.vw V !
.
1U2
Meets every Monday nlrt
A. M. Regular communication .first and O. R. C hall, on Douglas avenaa m
in 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are m

May-hatche- d
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o

CAFE

AND

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
De Quiz Was that an unmarried No ad to occupy less space than two
woman you met just now
All advertisements
lines
charged
De Whiz Yea, I knew her several
will be booked at space actually set
has
How
her face
years ago.
without regard to number of words.
changed!
De Quiz Haa it? Well, when a Cash In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
woman's face changes as much as
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
that she can never hope to change
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-jher name, too.
East Bound
, . vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
JUST HAD TO
7:45 p. a
femple at 7:80 p. m. p. No, 2.... 7:20 pJm
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; P. O. No. 4. ...11:54 p. m... .11:59 D. a,
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m
2:30 a. a.
Blood, Secretary.
W S
L lJ

A

1

rOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

RATES

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

o
o
0
o

LOBBY

rnai best goods obtainable always hand ltd

MJT

VAri

O

e

drama!

Why, man, you haven't" got a gamu
or bridge in stay of the four acts.

CURE.

FRANK J. CHENE.Y.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1888.
A W. G LEA 8 ON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Kail's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system
Send for teBtlmonlala, free,
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo,
Sold by ail druirerlBts, 75a

Take Hall's Family Mils for

O.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPYIC,
NIKE
All-Sil-

Turbans for Early Spring

k

TO EXERCISE

CAUTION

Strenuous Exertion of Any Kind la
Not for Those Who Have Reached
Middle Age.

The dancing craze has brought up
Dnce more the question of exercise
for middle-agepeople, and both sides
have been taken with fervor. A professional strong man Is quoted as saying that golf is too severe for men
who come to it late, and recommendof complete rest rath
ing a week-ener than exercise for people of years
who feel run down. Perhaps that is
the safer side to take If one must
generalize, but generalizations upon
such a question are very difficult Age
is not properly to be measured in
years, but in the actual condition of
the Individual; so great are the ef
fects of heredity, habits, environment,
etc., that a man of sixty and one of
forty may be contemporaries. But certainly after middle life is reached It
is the part of prudence to make sure
that there are no weak spots before
going in for a more active life. There
is something in the saying that a man
is as young as he feels, but one is
apt at timet to feel younger than
he Is, and in one of these paroxysms
of youthfulness, such as the contagion
of the tango may bring on, he can eas
ily by indiscretion do himself an In
jury. No doubt those who stand most
in need of caution are those who In
youth have been noted for strength!
agility and skill, and who have long
led a sedentary life. They are apt to
be Impulsive and energetic: they have
a pride in physical accomplishment
and a high standard; what seems to
them a mere romp may be really a
severe tax upon vital organs long accustomed to Inactivity. Springfield
Republican.
d

i

1
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pOR present wear
&

and

for

early
spring the draped silk turban la to
more
the fore with
strength as a
hat than ever. It is
nearly always "in the running" when
the race of styles comes on. This
season the vogue of draped hats and
the new high-sidshapes have made
for the popularity of the
turban.
Two pretty examples of rather dashing modes are shown here. In one of
them a long turban frame with a
moderately small crown Is draped
with messaline satin in amethyst
color. The folds of drapery follow the
lines of the frame, sweeping upward
at the left There 1b very little regularity in these folds. Two about the
coronet are fairly even, but otherwise
they are freely draped, but follow the
lines of the shape closely, at that.
The turban is finished with two
quills in shades of amethyst. They
are poised to carry out the upward
weeping line at the left side.
A smart turban of black taffeta Is
shown in the second figure. The brim
is covered with irregular folds of the
silk and the crown is a large puff
demi-seaso-

n

e

all-sil- k

Full-Dre-

raised high at the left side by an ex
tension of the shape over which the
silk is draped. Little turbans of this
kind are close fitting and very becoming. This particular style is suited to
youthful wearers, while the longer
shapes, with a less pronounced tilt in
the pose are liked for matrons.
There are so many turbans of silk,
made In so many ways, that the most
conservative as well as the most daring models are to be found among
them.
For trimming, little nosegays
of small flowers, or ornaments of jet
or bows of velvet or of ribbon, seem
most appropriate. Jet, with silk, adds
much to the brilliance of these bats,
and small, gay flowers or fruits give
them the requisite touch of color.
Cleverness in the management of
drapery is the characteristic virtue of
hats of silk for earliest wear. It is
not as easy as it looks, by any means,
to drape a shape without getting
That It has been acclumsy effects.
complished In such a variety of ways
speaks well for the ingenuity of designers and trimmers.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.

Coiffure and Ornaments
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MARCH 25, 1914.

WEDNESDAY,

FOREIGN

You Will Like

HEIGHT

UNITED STATES

mate, soil and water, in conjunction with intelligent labor,
work wonders. Alfalfa, fruits,
garden truck, poultry and dairy
products point the way to more
than a mere living.

Washington, March 25. According
of commerce, the
foreign commerce of the United States
made Its highest record in the fiscal
year 1013. Imports, both free and
dutiable, were larger than ever before
and exports, both domestic and foreign, were also the largest on record.
Imports were 1,813 million dollars,
against 1,654 million In the fiscal
year 1912, and exports were 2,466
dollarB, against 2,204 million In
to the department

COLOHIST EXCURSIONS
15

10 APRIL 15, 1914

one-wa-

,D.L BATCHEia
AGENT
Las Vegas, New Mex

COMPANY F PROSPERS

MAKES PRETTY EVEN MIXTURE

Santa Fe, March 25. Two enlist
ments
last evening Increased the roll
Problem Play and Mental Arithmetic
of Company F, First Infantry, Nation
In About Equal Quantities Met
al Guard to 65. A fine drill was had
With In Life.
last evening with Lieutenant Test of
Life is an even mixture of problem the United States army present and
play and mental arithmetic. The other Captain Veer Boyle In command.
fellow is a perplexing problem and
sometimes a vexing one. It is aston
ishing that he does no better. He does
nothing but make a mess of things
Experience to you is never a predlgested breakfast food. It is a nut to
crack, and only good mental digestion
will 'get away with it after you get to
the meat. Everything that happens to
you is backed by a rule. Its start and
finish are the inexorable logic of ap
plied or misapplied principle. That is
where you do your figuring. Light
ning calculators have been known to
figure ahead. That Is where the say
ing of looking before leaping comes
from. It Is the spiritual parallel of
intricate calculus. Some people nevei
were good at figures. Life keeps
sweet because there never was any
body who did not like to try.

For
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creased 113 per cent In the shorter
period from 190 to 1913.
On the other hand exports, which
Increased 67 per cent in the
period from 1880 to 1900, gained only
77 per cent in the period from 1900
to 1913. Imports formed in 1900 37.8
per cent and in 1913 42.4 per cent of
the total foreign commerce. Food
stuffs imported in 19fl aggregated 231
million dollars and in 1913 406 millions; manufacturers raw materials
Imported Increased during the same
time from 276 million to 635 million
dollars, an Increase of 634 million dollars in the value of food stuffs and
raw materials Imported during this
period. On the other hand foodstuffs
exported during thg period under consideration show a decline of 44 million and raw materials an Increase of
ar

O.

a

SCHAEFER.

RED CROSS

a net increase of but 362
million dollars In foodstuffs and raw
materials exported, compared with an
Increase of 634 million in foodstuffs
and raw materials imported.
In manufactures,
however, the
growth In exports has exceeded that
In Imports. Import of manufactures
for further use in manufacturing Increased from 134 million dollare in
1900 to 349 million in 1913 and finished manufactures from 203 million in
1900 to 408 million in 1913; while on
the export side manufactures for fur
ther use In manufacturing increased
from 153 million dollars In 1900 to
409 million in 1903, and finished manufactures from 332 million to 778 mil
lion, the Increase In manufactures im
406 million,

v
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big and too showy hair orna-

mentsIntroduced

early in the
season failed to find a following, in
this, country, at all events, but the
hair, hairdress and hairbands with
feather ornaments, every one likes.
A style suited to both brunettes and
blondes may be studied in the picture
given here. The hair Is waved and
combed high at the back. It 13 arranged in long puffs and coils at the
crown, and la curled and worn la flat
ringlets over the forehead and ears.
It is noticeable that the hairdress
nearly always demands that the
be fairly well covered. A small
light fringe of hair across the middle
of the brow Is becoming to most faces
and does away with flying and straggling ends of hair in a way that is
wort agreeable to those who possess
fluffy and obstinate. half.
Two rows of pearl beads Rf.rungTm
fine wire are joined at the back with
an ornament of pearia. The orna-- '
ment supports a very full pompon of
uncurled ostrich feathers. This gives
touch to a toilette designed for full dress.
The same hairdnvss with band of
narrow velvet ribhon
tn
rtilnestones or studded with steel is
tore-hea-

dcec-rat-

t

d

1
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The Higher Life.
A big Chicago concern has solved
the problem which confronts many
large business houses of providing a
recreation spot for their employes, by
utilizing the roof of its new building.
In one section of the space the men
and boys play Indoor baseball behind
strong wire netting. A continuation
of this space, roofed over and furnished with plenty of comfortable
chairs and settees and made attractive with flower stands and palms, la
a lounging room and smoker; and thi3
opens into the dining-room- .
Rooms for the UBe of women empretty for afternoon wear. Black vela library and a rest room and
ployes,
vet bows wired and outlined
with
an
hospital are on tha
tiny rhinestones are conservative and otheremergency
side of the building, and opec-ineffective.
always
from this section is a roof garden
There is much charm in the' sparkle
Winds
and glow of the
which exclusively for women's use. flow era
are used in hair ornaments.
Little ing walks are bordered with
and palms, and in them the women,
jeweled buckles and bands and all
and girts may Baunter
during their
sorts of
are
feathers
recreation hour, gaze far out over tha
among the season's offerings to thoso
who appreciate how much they en- city and lake, and forget the "nerves'1
sharpened by the daily grind.
hance the
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mock-jewel-

jewel-encruste- d

appearance.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.

Pockets Ar Promised.
Thanks to skirts becoming more
voluminous about the hips, women are
to have pockets In their dresses agaiu.
But will the new pocket relieve them
of the necessity of carrying a bag? Apparently not, for since the pocket was
taken from them years ago the number of articles they usually carry about
with' them has enormously increased.
Here, for instance, is what a woman
generally carries in her bag:
Two handkerchiefs, one smelling-- '
bottle, one pencil, one purse for coppers, one purse for silver or gold, one
euensed
small mirror, one powder-puf- f
in ettk bag, or one leather, and one
small hot lie of

Pennies Worth Much.
The familiar old English saying.
"Take care of the pennies and tho
'
pounds will take care of thems He.
proves its worth whenever a hip oc. i
collection is sold. In London a '
days ago a penny coined in the reign of
Ethclred brought $500 (100) by auc,

tion. One which waa minted when Alfred waa king was sold for $200, These
were coins dug ont of "finds," either
lie secret stores of the thrilly of one
thousand years 8 go or the ruins of
ome ancient disbursing office. There
is

a

grc-a- t

cVh!

of

hhiin

transus--

in

the earth, and if Ethclred pennies are
o be found in veins it would pay Ed;;-Acapitalist to start tniulug
if ns.

s

oi-i--

1

i

Collectors.
A great many people collect dolls for
their own pleasure, and at the mo
ment the collection of china puppets Is
popular. A variety to add to the store
are the newly Introduced pantomime
folk, charmingly rendered in the traditional raiment of the
Christmas trio.
Columbine is the demurest little
charm; her
lady with a
sleek black hair is parted In the center and she has on a white frock loop
ed up with bunches or rosebuds and
s
and
foliage. She is poised on
looks, with her downcast eyes and
folded hands, the picture of fascination and conquetry. Harlequin is Jusi
the harlequin of one's dreams, slen
der as a reed, inconsequent,
His
and skintight suit is a vivid contrast to pool
old pantaloon's white and baggy clothing, and to that subservient and much
injured ancient is given just the expression that provokes others to. make
him the butt of their foolish jokes.
Doll

.

DRUG CO.

ported during the period having beets
420 million dollars and In manufactures Imported 702 million dollars. '
The large Increase in the valuation!
of the various groups cf merchandise
Imported and exported In recent years
does not represent a. corresponding:
Increase in quantities. In a large proportion of the articles forming international trade, prices In recent yeara
are much higher than those in the
earlier years of the period under consideration, and the Increases in quantities are la many instances less than.-thIncreases In otal values, this being especlall ytrue of foodstuffs an!
manufacturers' materials.
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Ndney and bladder disorders
inactive kidneys, which fail to filter on
1912..
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The
The changing character of our for positively and permanently cure such troubles only way to
is to remove
eign commerce is illustrated by a the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
comparison of the figures of 1913 with medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because
they are
those of earlier years. Imports show
those healing, strengthening and restorative
in recent years a much more rapid
that nature needs to build up and renew these important and vital organs. See that you get Foley-- Kidney Pills-fogain than exports. While imports inyour kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action
creased but 27 per cent in the
qujck to give good results, and contain no harmful
period from 1880 to 1900, they indrugs.
mil-lio-

second-clas- s
y
Then
tickets from Las Vegas to Los Angeles, San Francisco. San Diego
and to many other points in
California will foe sold for $30.00
Corresponding fare from points
on other lines in connection
with the Santa Fe, liberal stopover privileges.
Three fast
trains dally from Las Vegas
carry tourist sleepers and free
chair cars. Harvey meals.
For tickets, reservations and
Information apply to

Veak, Inactive lOdneys Can 32
Much Trouble

LAST YEAR WAS A BUSY ONE FOR
THE EXPORTERS OF THE

Because there you will have
a chance to succeed. There, cli-

Will

REACHED
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LOCAL NEWS

j

Regular dance at
night. Adv.

ANOTHER. CAR. OF THOSE FANCY
DELICIOUS
7

J

j

ar

j:

IT PAYS

By the Box
By the Half Box......
By the Dozen

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

$3.50
......,.$1.90

..

6:45

o'clock this evening.

EllY TEEM BY THE EOX

TO

at

Light automobile lamps

.SS

1

P. B. hall

.1;.

Your Easter hat Is now ready and
waiting for you. Mrs. L. P. Wright.
Adv.

20 to 60c

Six room modern house for rent, 919
Fourth street. Phone C. H. Steven

BKIiSTBATIOfl
FOOD

X

1

eech-Nu-

Jose Lino Baca, who lives on, the
West side, this morning applied for J2
as bounty upon a wild cat killed recently la 13 Pino.

US

i

X

The Ladies'
morial church
sale Saturday,
Electric Light

rmn

t

Peanut Butter

Guild of St. Paul's Me
wilt have an Easter

April 11, at office of
and Power company.

'

The Symphony orchestra met last
night at the Y. M. C. A. for Its regular weekly practice, and enjoyed a
pleasant session Agood attendance
was present,
'.

TEEIi

ALL THIS

our customers will have the opportunity
Delito taste the well known Beech-Nut
cacies, We invite everyone to come and
get acquainted with these products'
--

R
UULa

mm BLMETS
AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll

-

prices.

-

Two tourist carscarrying about 70
soldiers passed though Las Vegas
this afternoon en, .route from Fort
Logan. Colo., to the PhiliDoines. i
lands'he soldiers are recruits api
regulars that have been stationed ai
Fort Logan, Colo.

MARCH 25, 1914.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul MeCormick of
of civic pride.
Las Conchas are the proud parents aside from the matter
will vote a week from
The
people
of a baby girl, born to them last Frinext Tuesday as to whether the liday at their home.
brary will be continued. This will be
a special ballot as ordered by the
Friends of Mrs. E. Marcotte are In- by
council.
The vote is to decitjy
formed that Mrs. Marcotte will artermine the opinion of the people, and
rive in Las Vegas within the next
more. If the library is conseveral weeks for an extended visit nothing
which ft undoubtedly will be,
tinued,
here. Mrs. Marcotte lives in Innis,
the cost of maintenance will be no
Tex.
more than at present and no additional taxation will e caused. The
Ludwlg W. Ilfeld this morning statr
council merely wishes to know
ed that a week front Friday night he city
the opinion of the public in the matter
will be the host to the E. Romero
and to be given the right to pay the
Hose and Fire company and to the
bills.
East Las Vegas Fire department at library's
The disastrous effect that would rea Dutch lunch to be given at the B.
sult should the vote show that the
Romero station. Mr. Ilfeld feels Inpeople do not wish the continuance
debted to the Are boys for their effi- of the
library can, easily be seen.
cient work at the fire which occurred The Institution would be closed and
last night and threatened to destroy the Hillsite
park, undoubtedly the
his partially completed new store.
prettiest Jn the city, probably would
lose its beauty through, the lack of
Chief of Police Ben Coles Is look- life in the
library.
ing for somebody who appears to be
The board of directors of the liof
pudsuffering from an overdose
brary is anxious that the people
ding. All persons buying bromo selt- awaken to this matter and cast the
zer or dyspepsia taWets will be under proper vote in the issue which will
the surveillance of the chief. Last determine the future Qf the
night somebody broKe into the storehouse at the rear of the Blsmark restaurant on Railroad avenue and stole
a pudding and a pair of suspenders.
TO SAVE THE DEER
An employe of the place heard the
intruder, tut failed to give the alanm
In time to effect his capture,, doubt(l
less through fright. The pudding is
said" 'to have been an excellent one,
v.. j' ui' m.stmi'
which would lead the thief to eat
GOVERNMENT ASKS STATE GAME
more than was good for him.
WARDEN: TOiTAKE THE PROATTENTION R. N. A.
There will be a called meeting of

the Royal Neighbors of ,Amerca.t,camj
'ftiursday 'afternoon at- - J&$'gfcof
at the w.,.p. W. h.all for the purpose;
of balloting on candidates, drilling the
ladies' team, and other deputy work.
Mrs. Myers, District Deputy.
According to the report received
in
Pecos
Las
Vegas today,
unofficially
went dry at the local option election
TIE THE DOGS
,
J
The management of the Las Vegas
yesterday by a majority of 19 votes.
Leyba, the other precinct which voted hospital is , loudly
remonstrating
under the local option law yesterday, against the many howling dogs that
reside with their owners near the hoshas not been heard from.
pital, and which, in the dead hours
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of the night, awaken the patients and
of or information
concerning Dale the nearby residents with ceaseless
Milton
Underwood, aged 25 years, yelping
"The dogs are largely common curs
formerly of Fort Scott, Kas., last
heard of at Ashdown, Ark., Christmas, which are not licensed," saly the hos1911, please notify his sist'er, Mrs, pital officers, "and due to the fact
John F. Constable, 1215 Garfield, Kan- that there are many people at the Las
sas City, Mo.
Vegas hospital who are seriously ill,
some action should be taken to either
The following civil service exam! remove the dogs from this neighbornations will be held in this city on hood or compel the owners of the
the dates mentioned: April
canines to keep tijem tied at night."
Heating and ventilating engineer and
draftsman (male), salary $1,200. May
6 Refrigeration
assistant (male), TAUPEBT-TOBIINJON
salary $720 to $1,440. May 7 Computer and estimator (male), salary
For all other information see
$1,600.
E. S. Showalter at the postoffice.
'

,

(MS

ILFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

SUCH LOVELY BISCUITS
i

are only possible when made
with such a flour as our
Pure Quill. None leSiTgood
win make euca light, toothsome,
Order a sack and surprise your husband tomorrow morning with biscuits
that he will blow about lo
his f "lends abe fully Jus- bis-cult- s.
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The body of Laura Emily Llpsett,
old daughter of "Mr. and
the
Mrs. Thomas Lipsett, arrived in Las
Vegas last night accompanied by Mrs.
Lipsett, on train No. 9. The funeral
services will be held tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from the Lipsett
home, 1026 Fifth street. Rev. Norman Skinner will officiate, and interment will be in the Odd Fellows'
cemetery.
,
The

members of the E. Romero
Fire company say their or
ganization is caused considerable
trouble and expense by persons who
drive over their hose with automo
biles and. buggies. Spectators at,
fires ;seeni"to think they have the.
right to drive over the hose. Last
night a section of hose was ruined by
this means. The firemen say they
will prosecute any person they catch
damaging their hose.
Hose and

r

X

6--

iff f

iff

tifledf in doing so.

Roller .11111
pfp-

-

1
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The telephone bowling, game between the Albuquerque Bankers and
the Las Vegas Money Jugglers, which
was announced for tonight on the
filks' alleys, has been called off. The
Albuquerque Bankers asked to be excused, one having bought a farm, another having married a wife, a third
having a date for a political primary,
a fourth having a toothache and the
fifth having cold feet. It is likely the
frame will be played after the city
election.

PRESENT MAYOR WILL BE
DATE FOR

CANDI-

TO

PER ACTION

Santa Fa, NvM., March 25. Following
complaints that Indiana fttid oth
ers are slaughtering immefiBG quantS
ties of deer, turkey and other game.
Secretary of War Garrison has transmitted instructions to the state game
warden that the state laws are to be
strictly enforced on military reservations. The deer have been nearly wiped out on the Mescal reservation in
Lincoln county.

SOCIALIST

Milwaukee, Wis., March 25.t Mayor
and EmiJ Sidel,
Bading,
socialist, were nominated for mayor
at yesterday's primary and will figure in the municipal contest for chief
executive of MilwauKee on April 7.
Seidel led the field with 21,054 votes,
against 20,022 for Bading. Former
Mayor David S. Rose ran third, with
17,511
and Theobald Oljean last with
2,875 votes.

fair sized audience greeted Mr.
at the Spanisn PresPEOPLE SHOULD VOTE
byterian church. Ilia subject for this
and
and
Thursday
evening
Friday
evenings will be "Why a Young Man
TO KEEP L1B!!ARY
Should Be a Christian." Mr. Lucero
is a joung man himself. He has had
a thorough training for his work. He VOTE AT THE COMING CITY ELEC- is a graduate Qf Washington-TusculuTION ON A MATTER OF
college of. Tusculum, Tenn. Last May
GREAT IMPORTANCE
re finished his seminary course at
M. Ooimiek
AHllmHrH 4Ua infni-n- f r ot. irt flitw nvrnn
seminary in Chicago, and
lltjU ma in ctri
m June was ordained to the gospel sition of the
people of this city voting
ministry by th'a presbytery of Santa as to whether ihfiv wish the Carnegie
i'V. A special' Invitation is extended
public library to continue, seems to
to the Spanish speaking young, people,
and the English
friends clubs and societies the. matter liaa
ppaV:ing
.
,
vmiM do well to fifp into She old
ion.
given consider!)
Tl
nihii.v.u ia'i C4:i ana una out wnat ) e p i,( ri i anon
'i ci i, t
'ini on in li'e'r niidft. F i v."" be fci '
11 ic
th t
' - Olii.'l
v
bc.n at 7:30 o'clock.
be coin n k
S a l .J) oMtp

NEW YORK TEAM IS
THROUGH

rnsli

Garden EeccJ9:'Onion
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Pick Tliem Gut

ALL REPAIR- WOEK
GUARANTEED;
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY
LAS 'VEGAS FOSfl SAIES COMPANY

It,,-,- .
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SHADES

We Carry a

;

Complete Stock

m--

Call us up and we
will iresure your
windows

OUR.

PRICES ARE LOWEST

J. C. uJOHNSEN m. SON
258
MAIN

CITIES
Marlin, Tex., March 25. The New
York National league squad broke
training camp here today. The team
vf. return home in two squads, one
led by Donlin and the other, the reg
ulars, by Captain Larry Doyle. Both
will go to south, Texas cities first
for a series of garnapw ...
Pitcher Dnickej.whrsrarm has been
bothering him, will remain at Marlin. It
-

luttto

SSliM mm

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.; K
Non-Ski-

n

im

DONE

M

GUAIANTEED
THE, SQUAD LEAVES MARLIN FOR
GAMES WITH SOUTH TEXAS

Olfel?

AT

ITS PEiFECTKESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and; Machine Shop
'4

S;

is said he will seek a place

oi the Ilarley Page of Denver, was given
Toronto International, Jeague team, a decision over Frank Gonzales,
of,
which has been, training' him. Out- Trinidad, in their preliminary bout
fielder Ed Harrison of the Ner,.York
squad will
NiOTED POET DEAD
jDallajr'la fee
Texas league. "Manager McGraw said
Marseilles, France, March 25
Frederic Mistral, the celebrated Provencal poet, died here today in his.
eighty-fourt, YOAKUM Is' WINNER
year.
h

Denver, March

nley

Yoakum

of East Las Vegas, defeated Jack
White, of Chicago, in a boxing contest
here last night. "White was knocked

Subscribe for The Optic
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

out in the tenth round of a
fight. Yoakum drove his opponent LOST Filigree cuff link, turquoise-setting-,
hard throughout and floored him for
between corner of National
the count after giving him niuch
and Seventh and fire. R. W. Smith,
punishment.
City Hall., Reward.
In the
Young Abe
of Denver, knocked out Johnnie LOST Watch, silver case, open face.
15 jewel, Crescent , t"v Movement.
Lewis, of Los Angeles, iu the fifth
S?
of a
contest.
Leave at Optic, Suitable reward.
seml-windu- p

There is Safety in a good
Watch, but there is Danger
in one that does not keep
accurate time. We stake our
reputation every watch that
goes out of our store,

Regardless of Price

If

The
Scienco of
S ollixi

it may bo termed

include

a science

a means of presenting

proposition to "the

greatest-numbe-

of prospective buyers.
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the
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See Us For
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carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES
SOEUES IN THE CITY

OF VOTES CAST IN THE MILWAUKEE 'PRIMARY TO SELECT
MAYORALTY TIMBER

OFFICE
Mayor R. J. Taupert this morning
verified a rumor to the effect that he
is a candidate for nomination for
mayor at the coming city election cn
a citizens ticket. A call for citizens'
party primaries likely will be made
,
this, week.
The announcemenl that there w;"
be a citizens' ticket in 'the city election brings the political situation to
a more Interesting point, for it gives
assurance that there will be a strong
fight for the municipal offices.
democratic central committee
, j Tho
pyoposec a joint republican anil, demo
cratic ticket; which was referred to
the city central committee of the re
publican (party. The committee of
the republican party recently announced its approval of such a
l"
this
By
plan the republicans are to
nominate the mayor and two council- men while the democrats are to nominate the city clerk, city treasurer and
two councilmen.
The plan will have
to be ratified by conventions of both
parties. It is not known whom the
republicans will favor for mayor, and
the democrats are said td be opposed
to Taupert.
The city conventions of the demo
crats and republicans probably will
be held next week.
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LIVERY xnd REPAIRING

GETS

HIGHEST NUMBER
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22-2- 3

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

y

Adv.

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Ry, axed
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
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son, Main 291.
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